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This book is concerned with the "second career" of
FrankStella:the remarkable series of complex and
colorful large-scale paintings, constructions, and
reliefs produced by the artist since 1970.
Now age fifty-one, Stella is regarded as one of
the most important living American artists to have
succeeded the Abstract Expressionists. In his
early years he established himself as a painter of
powerful "minimalist"canvases, using simple geo
metrical patterns as images. But in the early 1970s,
he began what might be called the "maximalist,"or
inclusive, phase of his art. This work posed new
kinds of questions: how much could he subsume
from the plastic arts of sculpture and architecture
and still be making paintings? And how many of
the lapsed conventions of painting itself— in the
realmsof configuration, spatial structure, and even
narrativeform— could be redeployed in an art that
still remained wholly abstract? The illustrations in
this book include examples from all of the resulting
series: Polish Village, Diderot, Brazilian, Exotic
Birds, Indian Birds, Circuits, Shards, Malta, South
African Mines, and Cones and Pillars.
William Rubin's earlier monograph on Frank
Stella,originally published in 1970, has long been
the standard work on the artist. In this companion
volume,published to accompany a 1987exhibition
at The Museum of Modern Art, Rubin presents
a penetrating analysis of the continuing devel
opment of Stella's art and its contemporary
significance.
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Jones: Youstill call these paintings?
Stella: Yes.Theyare, in fact, paintings.
Jones: Wheredo you stand on "purity"?
Stella:I don't know.WhereverI happen to be.
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(1973)
Mixedmediaonboard,
7'8" x 7' (233.7x 213.4cm)

NON-FIGURATIVE
PAINTINGhas traditionally presented itself as the highest of the
plastic arts—the most spiritual, most philosophical, most absolute, most pure.
Kandinsky, Mondrian, and Rothko related this noumenal loftiness in part to the
eliminationfrom the picture of referencesto the things of this world. FrankStellahas
shownthat total abstraction need not be thus. He has aimed lower,but wider.While
Mondrian proved that great non-figurative painting was not doomed to shortwindedness, Stella has shown that it could also have the range and variety of the
most inventivefigurative art; the pluralismof his vernacularencompassesa stylistic
polarity as antipodean as were Picasso'sCubism and neoclassicism.
Stella'sdiversity has been propelled by an urgency to "make it better,"which has
also generated the relentlesspressurehe has maintainedin his work for almostthirty
years. His production has required not only a profound inner commitment, but an
enormousexpenditure of physical energy.Stella insists upon the importance of this
physicality,describing his picture-making as "more physical than visual." This has
nothing to do with the supposedly autobiographical theatrics of so-called Action
Painting; the bodily contortions necessitated by executing the tightly controlled
stripe paintings, Stella observes, taxed him physically even more than does the
highly gestural recent work. I take Stella'ssingular emphasison physical activity not
only as his way of stressing the animated, workshop nature of his enterprise, but of
signalling the literalness of its product: an art of a resolute and unabashed mate
rialism,directly at odds with the "purity,"absolutism, and Platonismof most pioneer
non-figurativepainting.
There has been something insistently palpable about Stella's work since its
beginnings, something almost vulgar, in the etymological sense of the word. Nor is
there anything visible in the man of his elitist Andover/Princetonschooling; though
he profited from it enormously,it fit him like the two-piece suit he dusts off for official
functions. Despite the rhetoric in which he sometimesdrapes his aesthetic choices,
they have always been instinctive; his methods have been artisanal, his career
decisions street-wise.Had Stellanot been born with a genius for painting, one could
imagine him a ball player,construction engineer,or high-stakesgambler.There are
in Stella's art—and it is an aspect of its relative accessibility—the vestiges of a
certain banality.Yet it is precisely when life's commonplaces are amplified by the
s
of genius that the truly universalwork of art is born. At least I take this to be
among the lessons of Dante, Shakespeare, and Picasso. This "popular" side of
Stella'swork is not, however,a matter of image sources and allusions,as in Pop Art.
7

It is bred into the very fabric—the morphology,syntax, and material substance—
of the work. It is also consonant with Stella'smatter-of-factself-image:
I like to make paintings, and I work at that: it's my job. I don't consider myself that
differentfrom anybody else. So I live in the real world and while I'm living in it, I'll be
more or less like other people. At some points I'm going to cross common experi
ences. Some of them are going to stick and become a little bit peculiarly mine....
I don't worry about that. I worry about the paintings ...the drive to make the art 3
Like all great painters, Stella has the gift of recognizing not only what painting is
but what it can be. In his early years, he distilled a pared-down definition of its
conventions by using simple geometrical patterns as images. Nothing would dis
tinguish his paintings from mere diagrams but their convincing pictoriality,Tightness
of scale, material "presence," and profound emotive power.These "minimalist"relatedexplorationstended to isolatethe ineluctableconventionsof painting—what
most distinguishes it from the other plastic arts. During his later,"maximalist"years,
however,he has, so to say, posed the question in reverse: How much could he
subsumefrom the neighboring plastic arts of sculpture and architectureand still be
making paintings? And how many of the lapsed conventionsof painting itself—in
the realm of configuration, spatial structure, and even narrative form—could be
redeployedin an art that still remained wholly abstract?

IN THE CONTEXTof postwar art, the change in Stella'swork in the early seventies,
which initiated what appears in retrospect almost a "second career,"framed the
question of stylistic identity in unexpected terms. During the decade that followed
the end of World War II, when American painting was imposing itself as a world
force, it was widely agreed that the surestwayto define one'sartistic personalityand
open a path to success was to create a personal "image" and, aboveall, to persist in
it. To be sure, many major Europeans of the previous generation—Jean Arp and
Joan Miro,for example—had remainedwithin "signature"styles. But one sensed in
their cases a less conscious imperative to do so; they seemed simply to have
discovered their own pictorial identities and to have worked comfortably within
them. Exceptionally,a few Europeansof the interwargeneration,notably Max Ernst
and Andre Masson,worked in a variety of dissimilar manners. But they were widely
regarded as lacking conviction, and it was not lost on the younger Americans that
their reputations suffered accordingly. Only Picasso seemed to have the force to
make a career virtue of such diversity—and even he did not escape criticism for it.
As virtual outsiders to the history of modern art in their early years, the future
Abstract Expressionistshad ample opportunity to study the unfolding of modern art
and to make judgments about the way its history seemed to operate. From these
8
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judgments, they also tended to deduce strategies: the fixing and maintaining of
one's pictorial identity, one's personal image, was one of the "solutions" most
frequently discussed in artists' studios in the early 1950s. Insofar,however,as this
strategy was based on perceptions and judgments about the historical processes
at work in modern art, it posited a new and—as subsequent history would sug
gest—a potentially hazardous degree of self-consciousnessfor painters.Jackson
Pollock was among the few Abstract Expressionists who possessed both the
authenticity not to second-guess their instincts and the daring to risk their own
success. But it was not lost on Pollock'scolleagues that soon after he sacrificed his
ongoing "all-over"style for his black stained imagery,Pollockbegan to falter.Forall
that one might attribute Pollock'sfate in his last years to extra-pictorialproblems, it
was said more than once by his contemporaries that in veering from his classic
poured style at the end of 1950, Pollockhad made a "strategic" error.
That was, in any case, the opinion Mark Rothko held in the late fifties regarding
Pollock'sdevelopment; moreover,he considered Pollock'sreintroductionof figura
tion in the 1951black paintings as somehow "ahistorical."Just how much Rothko's
opinions here reflected his judgments about the nature of art history is difficult to
state precisely. His view was symptomatic, however,of a then increasingtendency
among painters to think in terms of presumed historical imperatives,and to situate
their own and others' enterprises as functions of these beliefs. By the early sixties,
the younger artists in particular were drawing heavily on critical analysis in their
studio talk, and had an eye cocked on art history as they worked. Some of them
appeared to be trying to decipher the direction in which art historywas moving and
to identify their work with what they conceived to be that history'sleading edge. With
the advent of Conceptual art, the process of artistic decision-making became
almost a parody of art-historicallyoriented criticism.
Rothko'scommitment to a signature style after 1950 may be said to characterize
the thinking of the Abstract Expressionistgeneration as a whole.The next wavesof
New York artists, the Color Field painters and Minimalists,who matured in the late
fifties and early sixties, were to take this kind of thinking even further, being (or at
least seeming to be) for the most part intellectuallymore rigorous and self-awarein
regard to their strategies. These strategies reflected not simply perceptions about
the unfolding of art history, but the then prevailing critique of the dialectics of that
history. The latter was a function of the larger and more sophisticated critical
apparatus that had arisen, and suggested an increasingly symbiotic relationship
between the younger artists and the critics writing about them. A substantial
number of Abstract Expressionists—Pollock, Willem de Kooning, Arshile Gorky,
Adolph Gottlieb, and Franz Klineamong them—had had only art-schoolor artisanal
i
backgrounds; and those who did attend universitiesdid so at a time when, with rare
exceptions, the discipline of art history stopped with Cezanne. The artists of the
sixties and seventies, however,constituted almost entirely a university-bredgroup.
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They studied at a time when modern art had become an accepted part of the Odeiski.(1971)
universitycurriculum, and when the early history of that art had become far more Mixa^^228^335
visible than ever before in museums and commercialgalleries.Moreover,while even
the most successful of the Abstract Expressionistshad spent a good part of their
lives in the wilderness, during a time when the infrequent champions of vanguard
art directed their interestalmost exclusivelytoward the Europeanproduct, the gen
eration of the sixties enjoyed a new atmosphere marked by the "triumph," both
critical and commercial, of American painting. Doubts about the ultimate meaning
of this success — and a certain equivocation, even guilt, associated with its
material aspects—were still only rumblings. (Though implicit in some aspects of
Minimalart, the critique of art as "commodity" would fully jell only in Conceptualism,
where the network of money and power within which art circulated became an
explicit subject.)
The sixties were a decade more strongly marked than any before by the notion of
a signaturestyle. Forevery Robert Morristhat roamedthe map of possibilities,there
were many more artists who kept within narrowand consistent limits. In this context,
the painting of Stella distinguished itself by its range. The twelve years of his work
shown in The Museumof Modern Art retrospectiveof 1970demonstrateda richness
of ideas and a willingness to take risks unmatched by any other painter during the
preceding decade. To be sure, among Stella'spre-1970works, the various series of
stripe paintings could be considered as extensions of a single pictorial concept,
despite all their differences. But both the Irregular Polygons and the Protractor
paintings constituted major breaks within that development.
Yet those redirections in Stella'sdevelopment were as nothing compared to the
break that would lead, toward the mid-seventies,to the painterlymetal reliefscalled
Exotic Birds. The reliefs appeared, in both spirit and concept, to be not merely
differentfrom but opposed to the whole body of his earlier work. In the face of the
insistent,rationalistrigor of the stripe paintings,they proposed a certain fantasyand
a sense of playful improvisation; against "tight" execution, they proposed loose,
painterlyhandling. And against what had earlierappeared an absolute suppression
of illusionism,the metal reliefs made room, at least by implication,for an exploration
of certain visual ambiguities of a spatial order.To many,it seemed as if these highly
colored reliefs could hardly have been made by the painter of the stripes. One
thought of those Japanese artists who changed their names in mid-career and
started over."How do we explain,"asked Robert Rosenblum,"that the artist who first
defined himself in 1959by scraping his painting to the flattest, leanest,most minimal
bones is the same one who, less than twenty years later,embraces a vocabulary so
maximal that the very plane of the painting's surface has to burst forward in evermultiplying layers to accommodate this teeming profusion?" The surprise these
relief paintings produced in the world of critics and collectors equalled that of late
1946,when Pollock began his all-overpoured pictures.

12
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Not all Stella'sadmirerswere enchanted by the change. Indeed, some of the most
important of his critical supporters felt he had sacrificed what they considered the
principal goals of abstract painting, goals they saw as being more properly explored
in the continuing efforts of medium-orientedpainters as differentas Robert Ryman,
Jules Olitski, and Kenneth Noland. Stella himself was not beyond a certain anxiety
about how the new work would be received, but his conviction about it overcamehis
concerns. He remembers "what you might call a sort of mid-life crisis .
Nothing much had changed in the externalsof my life. But while I was painting the
Protractorpictures, I felt I was coming to the end of something in my work. I reallydid
want a change, and wanted to do things that went beyond the methods and system
that underlay my painting until then. I just had to start all over again. That the new
work could be contradictory and good is what makes the life of an artist exciting.
Anyway,by the early seventiesI had more or less "had it with the art world, and with
my relationto other artists. I had paid my dues and earned the right to do whateverI
wanted,tojust let it happen. I felt loose—sort of beyond the point of criticism.As long
as I myself felt confident about the new work, why notjust do as I pleased? And the
new things reallywere different.There'sa power in the stripe paintings that the newer
ones will never have; on the other hand there is an energy-and a kind of florid
excitement—in the newer work that the stripe paintings didn't have. I don't think you
can do it all at once. That'swhy you're lucky to have a lifetime.
What Stella defined as a "new beginning" did not, of course, mean a total and
instantaneouschange, either in his way of working or the results it produced. Even
the Exotic Birds and the many series of metal reliefs that succeeded them con
tained, as we shall see, some common denominatorswith the early work (though
these lay more in the area of methods than in what those methods produced).

FRANKSTELLA,LIKE MOSTof his Abstract Expressionistpredecessorsand Color
Field coevals, maintained (and maintains) an absolute conviction about the via
bility of painting in general and abstract (i.e., non-figurative)painting in particular.
He is the youngest and last of those abstract painters who developed before the
crisis in painting that marked the later sixties and seventies.That crisis had been
signalled by the Minimalist emphasis on sculpture as against painting, and was
made fully manifest in the vogue of Conceptual art. The rhetoric of the Abstract
Expressionists,with a few notable exceptions, had been of a Romantic and, at
times, almost apocalyptic order. Against their poetic emphasis on an elusive "Sub
lime,"the abstract artists of the late fifties and early sixties mounted a campaign of
rationalistliteralism."Whatyou see," said Stella—in what came to be a slogan of his
generation— "is what you see."
14

This literalism dictated an absolute eschewal of illusionismin Stella'searly paint
ing. In the opinion of some Minimalists, however,even Stella'ssuppression of all
modelling or perspective and his application of serial repetition (his "one thing after
another") left the art of painting fatally tainted with illusion,as Don Judd implied in a
now famous dual interview with Stella. The "evolution"of Judd (and of Carl Andre
and others) out of painting and into new forms of non-pictorialsculpture appeared to
many at the time as a function of historical deduction and theorizing as well as of
creative intuition. They made a negative reading of the possibilities of painting at
that moment,"Stella recalls. "It is ironic that painting had a lot to say to Minimalism
while Minimalismhad little to say to painting, at least at the beginning; it didn't feed
back until later."
Most artists of Stella's generation who were to "remain behind" in paintingRobert Ryman,for example—were to find the path of style even narrowerthan had
the Color Field painters; if this was somewhatlesstrue for the sculptors,only a few of
them, notably Richard Serra,were able to investtheir work with a real structuraland
conceptual range. The flight in the 1960s from painting to sculpture (and, beyond
that, into Conceptual art) on the part of artists then in their thirties left Stellafeeling
more than ever an obligation to prove the continuing viability of abstract painting.
While not alone in this aim, he, more than any other painter of his generation, has
provided the concrete proof of his contention.
Nor does Stella see the renewalof interestin painting during the last ten years on
the part of young artists as a reversalof the crisis situation that had earlier devel
oped. On the contrary,"the problem with the recent returnto painting,"says Stella,
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I. (1971)
Mixedmediaoncanvas,
9' x 7'6"(274.4x 228.6cm)

is that it returned at such a low level. It has certainly loosened things up, but It'shard
to get excited about this work. It represents a return of the mentality of the art
school ...the exaltationof student mannerisms. In the sixties and seventies,It was
considered undignified to be an institutionalart student. Youweresupposed to work
at being an artist, and that Implied that you had the Intellectualagility, the integrity
and coherence of character, to put yourself together without going to art school In
order to learn a trade and acquire credentials....I feel very close still—and I
obviouslyfelt very close then—to artists of my own age, the generationof the sixties.
It was a varied and talented generation. I sympathize with its tendency to want to
make art that not painting—or even sculpture—in any received sense, and I
admire the attitude that led a Helzer or a Turrellelsewhere.I don't find the so-called
return of painting in the late seventiesand eighties an Importantalternative.At least
not yet.

page 17
Felsztyn III. (1971)

Mixedmediaonboard,
8 10 X 7 6'(269.4x 228.6cm)

IT MUST BE KEPT in mind that Stella holds his metal reliefs to be paintings—
although they contain some sculptural qualities of a literal order. Hilton Kramer
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was following the conventional nomenclature—according to which bas-reliefsare
referredto as sculptures—when he characterized Stella as having in the seventies
ii .
. r n
.
,
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abandon[ed] painting in favorof sculpture. His later works "can often claim a high
degree of pictorial drama," Kramer continued, "but they aren't paintings.They are a
species of sculpture relief [sic] that incorporates, often very effectively, certain
elements of pictorial illusionism within a three-dimensional structure." As Stella
considers, quite rightly I believe, that his whole career has been concerned with
expanding the boundaries and possibilities of the pictorial, rather than of the
sculptural, we need some clarity on the semantic side if we are going to be able
to proceed.
First,it is essentialthat we distinguish between "the pictorial" and "the sculptural,"
rather than simply between "painting" and "sculpture," nouns too inflexible to
contain modernist innovations and mutations developed long before Stella's.We
would, I think, haveno difficulty agreeing that a freestandingaestheticallystructured
object, supported by a ground plane, could be called a "sculpture,"even if painted.
But reliefs, beginning with those of the ancient world (especially those of the
Hellenisticera but including, for that matter,those of the Parthenon),are primarily
pictorial, for even when left unpainted they clearly share more with the nature of
painting than with that of sculpture. They replace freestandingness with a wallinduced planarity expressed most completely in the rear plane of the relief,which
establishes a delimited—and usually regular—field, whose function parallels that
of the picture plane of painting. Aside from implicitly fixing the image'sorientationto
the viewer at a right angle, this planar structure permits the developmentof figureground relationshipsof a pictorial order. As in painting, the image is elevated from
the floor, generally addressing the viewer at eye level or higher. This elevation
eliminatesthe "totemic" analogy—the "l/thou" relationship—that normally obtains
between a freestanding sculpture and the viewer'sbody and, with that elimination,
any tendency on the part of the viewer to use his body as a measureof scale.
All this must be grasped in order to properly define the particular pictoriality of
Stella'swork, which derives in part from a Cubist/Constructivisttradition that is itself
ultimatelyrooted in Cezanne.And it is there, in the maturework of Cezanne,that the
issueof relief—still in its illusionedform—becomes crucial for modern painting.This
becomes clear when we situate Cezanne'spictoriality in relationto earlier Western
painting. We may describe the illusionist structure of Renaissance painting—a
structure systematized in the early fifteenth century in such works as Masaccio's
TributeMoney—as a simulacrum of sculpture in the round (i.e., the figures) in a
"stage" space. The illusion of cylindricity of the figures is achieved through model
ling; the illusionof the space they inhabit, through linear (and, later,aerial) perspec
tive. Cezanne came of age in the wake of Manet's undermining of this spatial
illusionism,and of the Impressionists'atomizationof its modelled forms into discrete
spots of color. He accepted this early modernism as his starting point, despite the
18
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fact that it was ultimately alien to his temperament as a painter. Cezanne clearly
aimed to re-endow modernism with a sense of solid forms, whose weight and
density could serve as the metaphorical carriers of his pictures' gravitas. This
seemed to mandate a return to some form of modelling. But Cezanne did not want
simply to imitatethe illusionismof the Old Masters,so he gradually developed out of
Impressionisman entirely new method. In effect, Cezanne modelled only the fronts
of forms, opening their contours so that they bled into neighboring forms (the
earliest examples of what soon came to be called passage). Hence, Cezanne's
picture might be said to be more like a simulacrum of a bas-relief than—as had
been the case with the Old Masters—a simulacrum of sculpture in the round in a
stage space.
Picassoand Braque produced in early Cubism a conceptualized, more abstract
versionof the structurethat Cezanne had developed in a purely intuitiveway.Braque
himself clear-mindedly distinguished the structure of (early) Cubist pictures from
that of Old Master painting by noting that his own pictures were not composed
inward,awayfrom the picture plane in the direction of a vanishingpoint, but outward
from a back plane (the support) toward the viewer,in the mannerof a relief8Picasso
was to literalizethis formulation severalyears later in his early Cubist constructions,
all of which are wall reliefs. These constructions emerged directly from Picasso's
pictorialstrategies (though in certain respects they moved closer to the condition of
sculpturethan do most of Stella'spainted reliefs).Such works as the Guitarof 1912—
and, even more, the painted reliefs Picasso executed subsequently—never divest
themselvesof the pictoriality of the paintings and collages from which they sprang.
Stella'sfresh way of looking at older art is reflected in his perception that Picasso's
constructions could speak as much to the possibilities of painting as to those of
sculpture. Indeed, Stella's gloss on these constructions raises the question of
whetherwe havenot tended, in our view of the interiordynamics of Picasso'swork, to
view the early reliefs too much in terms of the freestanding sculpture to which they
later led and too little as elaborations of the collages and paintings of their moment.
In any case, Picasso'sreliefs suggested something that became central for Stella,
namely that literal flatness, heretoforealways accepted as an irreducible common
denominatorof painting, was not a sine qua non of pictoriality as such. "Whetheryou
call what I do painted reliefsor relief paintings,"Stella has said, "doesn't seem to me
to make much difference. The impulse that goes into them is pictorial, and they live
or die on my pictorial abilities, not my abilities as a sculptor... .They want to do
everythingthat sculpture doesn't want to do."

THE EXTENDED1970-73 SERIESknown as the PolishVillage paintings (named
after seventeenth-,eighteenth-,and nineteenth-centuryPolishsynagoguesthat had
been destroyed by Hitler) and the Brazilianreliefsof 1974-75 (whosetitles recall Rio
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de Janeiro neighborhoods Stellavisited) can be considered stages in his transition
toward the new pictorial language exemplified by the Exotic Birds. Yeteven as that
language was evolving, Stella continued to elaborate the series of Concentric
Squarepictures he had begun in 1961-62, bringing it to a brilliantlevelof authority in
1974 with the huge paintings named mostly after works by Diderot. By that year,
Stellahad completed all of the more than 130full-scaleversionsof the PolishVillage
pictures.
Though one speaks of the PolishVillage paintings as a series, they have none of
the seriality, the tight sequential logic, that marks the various groups of stripe
paintings.Among Stella'searlierworks, only the IrregularPolygonsanticipated them
in being less sequences than sets of variations.The Polygonshad been irregularnot
only in their forms, but in their eccentricity in relationto Stella'sprior development.
Given, however,the way some aspects of them were assimilated into the Polish
Village series, the Irregular Polygons now look far less like "sports" in Stella'sprior
developmentthan they had previously.
From our present vantage point, Stella's reference to these earlier works in the
PolishVillage pictures, combined with his simultaneousexplorationof early modern
ism, both Cubism and its extension into RussianConstructivism,suggest that the
Polishseries constituted a classic example of reculer pour mieux sauter.It was the
reculer—the aspects of what seemed stylistic back-pedalling, both personallyand
in historical terms—that bothered certain critics at the time; moreover,the mieux
sauter,the leap forward, became fully evident only in the Exotic Birds, a few years
later.The dominant aspects of what some critics saw as a retreatin the PolishVillage
serieswere Stella'ssacrifice of his earlier "non-relational,"holisticconfigurationsand
his concomitant embrace of an insistent asymmetry.Rosalind Krauss summarized
such reservationsin a text that also criticized Stella'sdeparture from serial ideas.
The relational character of the new configurations ("relating parts, balancing
objects, opposing vectors")was described as "inauthentic,"as nothing lessthan the
loss of the true modernist "medium," which, she insisted, "demanded" seriality.
"Demanded,"said Krauss,"because insofaras the creation of the medium was tied
to the natureof painting generally,it was tied to the need for painting itself to signify.
And this would entail a kind of deepening of the meaning through reiterationthat a
single statement could not achieve." That the Polish Village configurations con
tained "a type of illusionism" also distressed Krauss, for this "tends to disrupt a
quality which has been central to modernist paintings until now: namely,the single
ness- or wholeness-of-aspectof painting itself." Not surprisingly,this "juncture in
Stella'scareer" reminded her of "the occurrence in 1951of Pollock'sreorientationof
his own medium." (Writing in 1971, however,she could not have known how dif
ferentlythe two "junctures"would work out.)
I take little exception to Krauss's description of the then new paintings, but
disagree with the qualitative conclusions she drew from her analysis—judgments
21
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based less, it seems to me, on simply responding to the paintings than on situating
them (or rathernot being able to situate them) within the a priori historicalcontinuum
that constituted her vision of modernism.There is no question that the PolishVillage
series reintroduced a "relational" hierarchy within the parts. In fact, this kind of
hierarchyhad already been present in the IrregularPolygons,though less insistently
so. There, the language had involved both the edge-to-edge touching and the
interpenetrationof different,hierarchicallyordered parts. The Polishpictures carried
the latter tendency much further in their jigsaw-likeinterlockingof parts (as in Piaski
[page 6]). Krauss was largely right in describing what she called their "nascent
illusionism": . .the way the gray T-form [in the lower center of Odelsk I, page 13]
presents itself as the shaded side and cast shadow of the [yellow] triangle under
stood as a slab,"she insists,"forces an intermittentreading of the triangle as turned
awayfrom the plane of the wall, and thereforeoblique to the picture surface." But
it would have been more accurate, I think, to say that the way the gray T-form is
presented offers (rather than "forces") an alternative (rather than "intermittent")
readingthat is potentially illusionistic.It is preciselythe tension produced by the play
of literal space against this ambiguous "alternative illusion"—and its various per
mutations—that would characterize Stella'swork in the years to come.
The real question is whether such visual ambiguity—which permits a form to be
read either in the picture plane or obliquely in space (as had already been the case
with some of the color bands in the IrregularPolygons)— necessarilyconstitutes, as
Krauss argues, the sacrifice of modernism. Though spatial cues of this type had
disappeared for the most part in Abstract Expressionism,and were even more
rigorously suppressed in some sixties styles— in Stella's stripe paintings espe
cially—they nevertheless had been part and parcel of modernism throughout
22

above, left
Drawing for Mogielnica. (ca. 1972)
Pencil,8 x 11"(21.6 x 28 cm)
above, right
Drawing for Mogielnica. (ca. 1972)
Pencilon graph paper,
11 x I6V2"(28 x 41.9 cm)
opposite, left
Maquette for Mogielnica. (ca. 1972)
Oak tag with pencil, 14% x 20"
(36.5 x 50.8 cm)
opposite, right
Maquette for Mogielnica. (ca. 1972)
Corrugated cardboard with fabric and
paint, 18 x 24%" (45.8 x 63.2 cm)
opposite, below
Maquette for Mogielnica. (ca. 1972)
Corrugated cardboard, 20 x 29%"
(50.8 x 75.9 cm)
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Mogielnica I. (ca. 1972)
Mixed media on board,
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Mogielnica II. (1972)
Mixed media on board,
7'2
x 10' (219.7 x 304.8 cm)
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Mogielnica III. (1972)
Mixed media on board,
7'3" x 10'5" (221 x 317.5 cm)
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Mogielnica IV. (1972)
Unpainted wood,
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x 10' (219.7x 304.8cm)
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Cubism and its various substyles. Hence, as with Stella'srenewed use ot internal
compositional hierarchies, the Polish Village pictures constitute essentially a ?
retrievalor recuperation of an option that had merely lapsed within modernism, a
retrievalStellaobviously felt was necessary in order to "start all over again.
In 1971, it could not yet have been clear to critics why such a fresh start might be
necessary; Krauss found Stella's shift as mysterious as she had found Pollock's.
Nevertheless,the kind of abstract painting (if not sculpture)that Krausspreferredto
these new Stellas,the kind that she and some other critics still found acceptable
withintheir respectivedefinitions of modernism,was, by the early seventies,wearing
thin and becoming unproductively repetitious. In many of those abstract sty es,
configurational determination—not to say visual incident as a whole—had, literally,
moved out to the edges of the canvas, where it seemingly got stuck. By the midseventiesit was clear that many of the best abstract painters of the sixties were, in
effect, milling about, with no idea in what direction to developtheir art. Nor were any
newyoung painters providing answers.Stellawas speaking only for himselfwhen he
said he was "coming to the end of something" in 1970,but, in retrospect,that was a
perception about vanguard painting as a whole. And its crisis soon became
apparent—as witnessed by the widespread talk of the death of painting.
In launching a new departure by retrieving possibilities that modernism had
earlierjettisoned, Stellawas treading a path well beaten by earliermajor modernists.
Norwasthere anything new about the critics and collectorswho could not follow him
in it. One thinks of the confusion—indeed, consternation—of some amateurs 0
Cubism when, during World War I, Picassorecuperatedfigurativedrawing and relief
modelling. It was, in fact, precisely that redirection of Picasso'swhich most struck
Stella in viewing The Museum of Modern Art's 1980 Picasso retrospective. I guess
you alwayssee things in personal terms,"Stellaobserved. "The show was devastat
ing The step-by-step developmentof Cubism was so exciting.... And then, incredi
bly, it just seemed to stop... and Picasso'semphasis shifted to the more physica
and sculptural—as in the classical figure paintings. He was sort of reborn.What hit
me so hard was, in part, an analogy with the way I see myself.... I mean it seems
possible to do something really good, and then havea break, and to redevelop.

ALL FORTY-TWOSKETCHESfrom which the Polish Village pictures of 1971 73
derivewere executed in 1970.That year,Stellawas primarilyengaged in completing
the last (and largest) of the Protractorpictures he had planned. But the continuity of
his work was interrupted by his Museum of Modern Art retrospective and, even
more by an extended hospital stay (a result of complications following what was
supposed to have been a minor knee operation).The retrospective,by giving Stella
an overview of his work, acted as a watershed, reinforcing his feeling of coming to
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JabtonowI. (1972)
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the end of a cycle. If the group show organized by Henry Geldzahlersome months
earlier at the Metropolitan Museum had provided Stella with the occasion to sum
up" the way he saw himself in relation to his contemporaries, the retrospective
reinforcedhis auto-critigue. "I felt the retrospectivewas a good show, Stella recalls,
but I knew I didn't want to carry the work thereto a "nextstep." Whenyou'redone with
something you can't fool yourself.... I didn't see a way to improvewhat I had been
doing over the previous decade, to make it better....In starting all overagain I didn t
know where [the sketches of] the Polishpictures would lead, but I just had to follow
them.In the Protractorpictures I had been as loose as I could get withina systemthat
I'd kept to for over ten years. Imposing that discipline on myselfendowedall the early
work with both benefits and drawbacks. But I felt I wasn'tfree enough.
As had been the case with Stella's preparatory drawings all along, the first
sketches for the Polish pictures were executed freehand (page 22, left).The fortytwo sketches are marked by pentimenti— even those for pictures (such as
Mogielnica [pages 24—27])that seem in their finished versionsto come together
easily.In a second step, each sketch was realizedon Stellasfamiliargraph paper,its
edges trued and faired, and its lines fixed exactly to the vertical and horizontalaxes
of a rectangular field (page 22, right). The graph-paper versions then served as
working drawings for anywherefrom one to four small models.
The models for the first group of Polish Village pictures (page 23)—thirteen in
all—were made of cardboard, and the full-size paintings were at first realized in two
versions,both, in effect, giant shaped collages. In each FirstVersion(designated by
the Roman numeral I in the title), the different segments of the surface are distin
guished not just by color but by texture: felt, paper, and second layers of painted
canvas being laid on the canvas ground (page 24).That canvassupport was at first
stretchedacross conventionalwooden stretcherbars, but shrinkageand warping of
the collage elements led Stella to refine his "engineering,"and stretchers gave way
to KachinaBoard panels braced by rigid and reinforcedstrainers.
As the collage materials of the First Versionsare all thin, their surfaces give the
appearance of being flat. In the Second Versions(II), however,collage materialsof
significant thicknesses— plywood, pressboard, Masonite, and Homosote among
them were added to the earlier repertoireof felt, paper, and applied canvas, and
the entire composition was laid down on a wooden board. This created what was, in
effect,a shaped collage-relief(but one in which the planeswere all still parallelto the
wooden support). In these Second Versions(page 25), the varied materialsendow
the individual segments of the intricate compositions with a more particular
character and also enhance the overallobjectness of the pictures.
Varying projections of relief (as realized in the Second Versions)were as implicit
in the original drawings for the Polish Village series as flatness had been in the
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drawings for the stripe pictures. Every configuration in the Polish drawings pro
posed planes that seemed to pass over other shapes—or were truncated as still
other planes passed over them. Hence, the relief structures in the Second Versions
constituted a literalizingof certain of the schematic spatial cues in the drawings. But
those drawings' overlapping and interlocking of planes also offered other cues:
in many configurations, extended shapes gradually changed widths as if their
contours were perspective orthogonals, which provided an alternative reading
suggesting oblique planar movements through space. The kind of "schematic"
illusionism, which had been central to Russian Suprematist and Constructivist
drawing, could also, however,be literalized. And beginning with the fourteenth
work in the series, Stella constructed Third Versions(III) of each composition, this
time with obliquely tilted planes (page 26). Here,the surface materialswere applied
not to a flat wooden support (as in the Second Versions)but to Tri-Wallcardboard
constructions. Philip Leider aptly describes these Third Versionsas "creating the
effect less of elements affixed onto a support than of elements penetrating, or
interlockingwith themselvesand the support." In the end, only two of the forty-two
originaldrawings for the serieswere left on the drawing board; mostof the other forty Kasimir Malevich
had been executed in at least three full-size versions, different in the degree and SuprematistDrawing, (ca. 1916)
Pencil,6 x 4%"(16.5 x 11.2cm)
character of their relief as well as in their color.
In his superb catalogue of Stella's1970-77 work, Leider stressed,in relationto the
PolishVillageseries, both their formal and ideational linksto RussianConstructivism
and their continuity with the 1966 IrregularPolygons,to which "the drawings of 1970
are plainly linked." "The immediate meaning of the 1966 pictures was in their
breakawayfrom Stella'sown achievement,"Leider observes.
[In thosepictures] it appeared that he was no longer interestedin pursuing a kind of
painting that "forces illusionisticspace out of painting at constantintervalsby using a
regulated pattern," or, rather,as if he were feeling that painting is not fulfilled in the
too-rigidapplication of the demands of the strict style. Certainrules controllingall his
previous work are relaxed, if not suspended, in the irregular polygons. It does not
seem to matter as much whether there is this or that vestige of depictiveness,
whether there appear here or there elements of incipient illusionism, whether the
order of colors is as accountable in strict style as it was [in the Concentric Squares].
Shapes within the painting are less certainly derived from the overall shape of the
picture; colors operate more independently, and frequently verge on metaphor; a
certain amount of illusion, both spatial and figurative, is allowed to "come along,"
as it were.
Whilethe filiation of the PolishVillage pictures from the IrregularPolygonsmust be
accepted as the basis of any critical discussion of them, it is equally important to
isolatethose ways in which the Polishpictures went beyond the IrregularPolygons.
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MoultonboroIII. (1966)
Fluorescentalkyd and epoxy paint on
canvas,9'2" x lO'W (279.4 x
305.5 cm)

The configurations of the Polygonswere contained in simple silhouettes and had
few constituent parts; most of them, such as MoultonboroIII, consisted of only two
large interpenetratingforms, partly framed by 8-inch bands; less frequently—and
sometimes less successfully—three large geometrical forms were used. The large
size of most of the color areas of the Irregular Polygons, the 1
"breathing
spaces" separating them, and the richness and intensity of their overall palette
(which juxtaposes Day-Glocolors and epoxy enamels)had situated these Irregular
Polygons somewhere between the geometrical concerns of Stella's own earlier
(stripe) paintings and the concerns of contemporaneousColor Field painters such
as Noland. In the Polish Village pictures, on the contrary, geometry regained the
more dominant role it had played prior to the Irregular Polygons.Compared to the
Polygons,the number of larger forms in the Polishpictures was doubled or trebled,
and these large shapes were further complicated not simply by their own overlap
ping and interlocking, but by the profusion of narrow,vector-like bands of color
darting through them. Color here seems less an expressiveentity in itself than it had
been in 1966, and more a tool for clarifying the complex configurations. In the
Irregular Polygons,each format had been executed in three versions, but the only
differencesbetween these versionslay in their color.In the PolishVillage pictures, as
we have seen, the remaking of each configuration was motivated primarily by
questionsof reliefand spatial obliquity.Though the color did change from versionto
version,such changes were prompted mainly by the desire to further individualize,
clarify, heighten, or intensify planes which could collectively—at least in the highrelief versions— have constituted successful monochrome pictures (as was,
indeed, the case with Mogielnica IV [page 27] and two other examples that were
also executed simply as unpainted wood reliefs).
Despite the complexity of their overall silhouettes and the oblique relief of their
internal forms, the Third Versions of the Polish pictures never passed into the
sculptural. On the contrary, they marked another step in Stella's many years of
probing and testing the outer edges of painting.The manner in which these oblique
reliefsmaintaintheir pictoriality is less a question of their color—eventhe unpainted
wooden versions (page 33) are pictorial— than of their space: our awarenessof an
imaginary "picture plane" parallel to the wall, toward which recessed planes move
forward through literal space and extruded planes resolvebackward.That "picture
plane" might be considered analogous to the actual plane of the drawing paper in
the original sketches; from it, as a result of schematic overlapping and orthogonal
narrowing,the component shapes of the drawings could be read as moving slightly
backward or forward—or locating themselves at various distances parallel to the
surface—within narrow, though obviously not measurable, confines. In all three
types of large reliefs, the suggestion of this spatial movement would be either
intensifiedor reduced by the color chosen to delineate each form.
Yet the drawings of the Polish Village compositions provided something more.
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Insofar as the rectangle of the drawing sheet was to remain implicit in the final
painting, it further guaranteed the pictoriality of the reliefs. So strongly was this
pictorial rectangle implied in the large works that when Stella literally added it as
he did in the experimentalKamionka StrumitowaIV (page 30)— it appeared redun
dant, even confining. Almost every Polishcomposition has at leastone major form or
edge that the viewer'seye can lock to the vertical, horizontal,or diagonal axes of the
supporting wall, the way it locked to the drawing papers edges and to the grids of
the graph paper in the formalized sketches. In some compositions,this relationship
is easy to grasp and, as a result,their equilibrium and stability are assured.The right
angle of the upper right panel of Dawidgrddek, for example, "fixes" the implicit
rectangularity of the picture'sfield, as do the broken vertical rectangle in the upper
center of Chodorow (pages 10,11),the horizontallower edges of the bottom planes
in Odelsk (page 13) and Mogielnica, and the upper edges of the upper planes in
Piaskl (page 6) and Kamionka Strumitowa(page 29). In Brzozdowce (page 38) the
relationto the implicit rectangular plane is somewhat more perilous, as it is guaran
teed rather by strong diagonals than by the minor verticals and horizontal of the
"leg" in the lower right. The insistent axiality of all these pictures remains, however,
only a quantitativeaspect of their conceptions; indeed, among the best of the Polish
pictures are a few, such as Lanckorona (page 16),whose axiality is left largely in
doubt.
Stella's "pinning" of the large Polish compositions to the axiality of an implied
rectangle followed from a perception about picture fields that had already played a
role in his first shaped canvases, namely that one could express the pictorial
rectangle not only in terms of its outer edges, but as an imaginary cross with
diagonals traversing its center, and that a composition could visually be "built out"
from that imaginary architecture as well as "built in" from a framing edge. "It's
possible to build a painting from the axes," Stella insists. "To use the Christian
metaphor, we'd be hanging the painting on the cross of structure.... When I'm
executing a large painting, the rectangle that is given by the drawing paper begins
to fade, and what I have before me are imaginary axes, floating in front of my face."
The most unexpected aspect of many of the Polish Village pictures—which
clearly linked them to Constructivist composition and to the work of Kandinsky as
well
was their high center of gravity.They seem to "float" freely at a certain height
on the wall rather than align themselvesclearly and fairly closely to the wall'sbottom
edge, as had all Stella'slarge earlierworks (including the IrregularPolygons).Whilea
few Polish Village compositions, such as Mogielnica, do seem to support them
selves from the bottom, and thus to exhibit a low center of gravity, many others,
such as Chodorow and Narowla (page 19),appear to "hang from a point high up in
the configuration and—in the case of Dawidgrddek, Odelsk, Brzozdowce, and
Zabludow—to open upwards and outwards as well.
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THE CONSTRUCTIVISTASPECTSof the Polish Village series went beyond the
formal affinitieswith Malevich,Popova,and Tatlin(which Leider describes as less an
"influence" than "in the nature of an unpremeditated encounter with some earlier
point in [the history of] abstraction").The relationshipto Constructivism has also to
do with Stella'sliteral building up (or "engineering")of the pictorial object, an activity
that now became a major preoccupation. Leider considers that these literalist
concerns "correspond fraternally"with the conclusions Malevich himself drew from
Picasso'sCubist relief constructions, and quotes Malevich as follows:
Thus we see that the expansion of forms of volume involveslarge spatial relations
which already demand the technical and engineering efforts that lie in the con
structive link of one element with another.
Thus we see now technical means penetrating into the purely painterly picture,
and these means may already be called "engineering."At this moment the charac
teristics or functional qualitiesof the engineer begin to become linked with the artist,
or with the artistic aspect of expressingthe artist'spainterly sensation.
Such an engineering method of constructing our artistic picture, as distinguished
from other utilitarianconstructions,we may call an "artistic construction,"
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page 38
Brzozdowce II. (1973)
Mixed media on board,
10' x 7'6" (304.8 x 228.7 cm)
page 39
TargowicaII. (ca. 1973)
Mixed media on board,
10'2" x 8' (309.9 x 243.9 cm)

"Malevich is careful,"Leider concludes, "to avoid confusing this 'painterly building of
the picture in space' with 'the place of the art we call sculpture.'" As Malevich
crucially insisted, "The entire material for building the picture is selected and
developed on the basis of a painterly sensationor feeling."
The process of painterly construction that Malevich had envisioned—and, even
more, its opening into large-scale work—was to remain a largely unfulfilled aspira
tion for the artists of the Russianpainter'sgeneration. Little had in fact been done in
the direction of the kind of constructed painting that Stellawas now undertaking.The
"engineering" required by the literalizationof pictorial forms, especially in the Third
Versionsof the PolishVillage series, was to demand a great deal of Stella'stime and
energy. This despite the fact that the large-size reliefs were realized by others
(assistants and manufacturers) from the artist's small maquettes. (As these
maquettes were almost all destroyed in the course of their enlargement,a wooden
model was made as a record.) "The Polish pictures were well designed and very
tight in terms of engineering,"Stella recalls."Wespent a tremendousamount of time
with detail. Unlike the more recent metal reliefs, which are fabricated entirely in
factories, they were partly handmade in the studio. I was around all the time, so that
I could adjust and readjust things, deal with every decision about tilt, angle, or
surface finish."
For Stella,the notion of structuring or "engineering" the surface of a picture prior
to actually painting it came very naturally. Indeed, building the pictorial field in a
literal, almost architectural, sense had always been a fundamental aspect of his
37

work. Even the conventionally rectangular fields of the Black pictures had been
projected away from the wall through the use of very deep stretchers, which
enhanced their object-like character. Beginning with the Aluminum pictures, the
unpainted surface was further structured by being shaped. "I can't paint on just any
surface, some neutral surface," Stella insists.
I need something that I feel is worth painting on, so I have to make it myself....
Youcan only take advantage of those gifts that you reallyhave—that are part of your
character, I guess—and you're lucky to be born with those gifts. I have a gift for
structure, and the strength of all the paintings I made in the sixties lay In their
organization,their sense of what pictorial structure could be. Struggling through the
Polishpictures opened things up for me so that I wasable to use my gift for structure
with something that modernismhadn't reallyexploitedbefore,the idea thatpaintings
could be constructed, made by picture-building.... Building a picture was some
thing natural for me. Build it and then paint it. It was a job I was well suited for.
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THE SYNAGOGUESAFTER WHICH Stella named the Polish Village series had
been illustrated in Maria and Kazimierz Piechotka's Wooden Synagogues, pub
lished in Warsawin 1959. Carolyn Cohen notes that this book constituted "the last
existing record of what were once numerous examples of an architecture highly
original in form and construction" and marked by "innovativeuses of materials and
carpentry techniques." Stella had always been deeply interested in architecture;
aspects of architectural design had already served inspirationallyin certain of the
Black pictures, and architectural concerns were reflected in titles of that and some Syna
subsequent series. Nor was it pure chance that brought Stella to Wooden Syn- -|g3g_45)
agogues, for his attention had been drawn to the book by his longtime friend the
architect Richard Meier. Yet the Polish Village series was about more than "the
synagogues that were destroyed,"says Stella; it was "about the obliteration of an
entire culture." This was the shtetl culture that fed into Constructivismthrough such
artists as El Lissitzky,whose illustrationsfor the Haggadah song "Had Gadya" would
a decade later inspire some of Stella'sgreatest prints. Cohen makes the unlikely
suggestion that the architecture illustratedin WoodenSynagoguesdirectly inspired
particular pictures in the PolishVillage series:"Withthese photographs as his visual
reference,[Stella] transformed what he saw in these unique synagogues into works
of art. .. ," But as Leider observes, "There is nothing Stella-likein the buildings."
And though Stella himself sees an analogy between the "interlockingness"of the
carpentry style of the synagogues and the structure of the Polishcompositions, it is,
rather, in his associations to the buildings and to their locations that their signifi
cance for his work resides.
Leider further sees these as mapping out the "Munich-Moscow axis" of Con40

structivism.'At this point," he continues,
a certain political urgency enters, so to speak, the picture. One is reluctant, espe
cially in this age of trashy neo-Marxism,to speak of the "political content" of these
paintings. Imagine, however,the [Polish Villagepictures] viewedthrough the eyesof
a Russian dissident artist. Although Stella'swork—for that matter the work of any
American artist—has always spoken to such as him of freedom, a series of works
evokingRussianConstructivismspeaks to him instantlyof an art, his own, which was
once free and is free no more....He has, therefore,every right to see in them a
message of freedom, and the point is that such a message would correctly reflect
Stella'sactual politics. It is not that political meanings wereintended to be part of the
immediate meanings of these works; it is that political meanings are one of the
implications of the encounter with Constructivismthat these works are about, and
what Stellahas done in the titles, along with whateverelse yet to become clear,is to
acknowledge that26
As might be expected during a period of fundamental redirection,Stella'ssuccess
with the PolishVillage series was variable. Unlike the stripe paintings, in which the
incremental change from picture to picture within a series was small and was
controlled by a systemic idea, the Polish pictures reached out in many directions
simultaneously.Each successive picture initiated not only major changes in config
uration, but variations in texture, color, and relief.A few pictures failed right from the
start, it seems to me, because the confusion in their spatial cues was beyond
clarifying through color and/or relief; in other cases, such as Targowica(page 39),
the composition failed sufficiently either to imply the necessaryaxiality that guaran
teed stability or, if implied, to lock itself sufficiently to it. Even in many of the
configurationsthat worked, Stellacould run into problems:the color might not come
out right, or it would not produce the desired effect because of the manner in which
the felt, paper, and other materials took it. Add to this the previously mentioned
difficulties of establishing a workable support for the earliest FirstVersionsand you
havea situation that might have led another painter to stop or reversedirection. But
Stellawas committed to a vision of how these paintings might be made to look and,
as always, preferred to solve his problems by painting through them rather than by
cerebration. Gradually, as he progressed through the more than 130 reliefs that
make up the Polish series, the pictures—especially the oblique Third Versionsbegan functioning as he wanted. Although the Polishseries has what is for Stella a
relativelyhigh incidence of near misses and outright failures,the bulk of the Polish
paintings were neverthelesssuccessful, and in ways that Stella had never brought
off before.'After struggling through them,"he recalls with a sigh, "I came out on the
good side."
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Jardim
Botamco
I. (1974-75)
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THE FRUITSOF Stella's persistence are clearly visible in the metal reliefs of the
Brazilianseries of 1974-75, which can be taken as both an extensionof the Polish
Villagepictures and a focussing-in on what Stellaconsidered essential in them. The
Brazilian series is much smaller than its Polish predecessor, consisting of only
twenty full-size painted reliefs. Stella had executed twenty-five drawings for this
series in 1974, but ultimately used only the first ten. Each of the ten was executed
first in two small maquette versions(maquette I in aluminumand maquette II in steel)
and then in two full-size aluminum versions (which were painted differently as
exemplifiedby the two versionsof Grajauillustratedhere [pages 44,45]). Whilethey
remained, for the most part, "irregular" (though nevertheless rectilinear) in their
dominantmorphology and overallsilhouetting,the Brazilianreliefshew closer to the
pictorial rectangle than most of the PolishVillage paintings—and this was to set a
direction for Stella's immediately subsequent series, the Exotic Birds. The outer
contours of most of the Brazilian compositions—Lapa (page 57), Jardim Botanico
(page 42), and Grajau, for example—contain considerable segmentsof what might
be considered pictorial rectanglesthat at leastanchor,if they do not "house,"the rest
of the configuration; Arpoador (page 46) goes further in this direction, insofar as it
suggests a pictorial rectangle that is broken only slightly,along the top, except for
the upper right corner.
THERENEWEDEMPHASISon the pictorial rectanglein the Brazilianseriesmay well
have been related to Stella's execution, in 1974, of the largest of his Concentric
Square pictures, while he was preparing the earliest Brazilianpaintings. These are
known as the Diderot pictures, as almost all of them are named after works by the
encyclopedist. An ongoing series, the Concentric Squareshavetheir roots in such
prototypes as Cato Manor and Sharpevilleof 1962. The Diderot pictures, the first
ConcentricSquaresStellaexecuted in mammothsize, must certainly be read in part
as an "antidotal" testing of both the openness and the complexity of the Polish
Village pictures that had occupied him during the three previousyears. Indeed, the
Concentric Squares could be said to have been already used by Stella for over a
decade as a kind of standard, or a qualitative "scale," by which to measure the
necessity of using more complicated shapes, configurations, or color arrange
ments."The concentric square format is about as neutral and as simple as you can
get," Stella notes.
It'sjust a powerful pictorial image. It'sso good thatyou can use it, abuse it, and even
work against it to the point of ignoring it. It has a strength that'salmost indestructi
ble—at least for me. It's one of those givens, and it's very hard for me not to paint it.
It is a successful picture before you start, and it'spretty hard to blow it.
The mammoth 1974Concentric Squares,whose titles Stellasees as evoking "the
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Grajau I. (1974-75)
Mixed media on aluminum,
6'10" x 11'2" (208.3 x 340.5 cm)

GrajauII. (1975)
Mixed media on aluminum,
6'10" x 11'2" (208.3 x 340.5 cm)
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Arpoador I. (1974-75)
Mixed media on aluminum,
6'6" x 10'4" (198.1 x 315 cm)

MontenegroI. (1974-75)
Mixed media on aluminum,
7'6" x 9'9" (228.7 x 297.2 cm)
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notion of the critic" (and as referring particularly to Michael Fried's interest in
Diderot), share with all the earlier Concentric Squaresa systemicuse of both color
and value scales. Systemic sequences were abstracted from the hues of the color
wheel, and a division of the gray scale was made to correspond to it in number.
Usually,each of these systemswas used alone to constitute a picture (as in the hue
sequence of Bijoux indiscrets [page 50] and the value series of Sight Gag [page
53]), but sometimes Stella juxtaposed the hue and gray-value sequences in a
rectangle composed of contiguous square fields (as in Le Reve de d'Alembert
[page 49]). There was, of course, no real (i.e., optical or scientific) correspondence
between the two sequences. In the "double concentric" pictures, the values of the
successive hues did not directly correspond to the values of the gray bands that
constituted their mirror-imagecounterpart. What the eye did distinguish, however,
was the commonality of their progressivesequence—a sequence so obvious that it
seemed to have been done "by the numbers."According to Stella,
Th effect of doing it "by the numbers," so to say, gave me a kind of guide in my
work as a whole. Everythingelse, everything that was freer and less sequential,had
to be at least as good—and that would be no mean achievement. The Concen
tric Sguares created a pretty high, pretty tough pictorial standard. Their simple,
rather humbling effect—almost a numbing power—became a sort of control
against which my increasing tendency in the seventies to be extravagantcould
be measured.
This "tendency" towardthe "extravagant,"which sets off all Stella'spost-1967work
against the relentless sobriety of his beginnings, was not, however,without some
influence on the Diderot series itself, despite the controlled and rational character
that inheresin the Concentric Squares. Indeed, it is just this extra dose of irrational
visual excitement that distinguishes the Diderot pictures from earlier Concentric
Square pictures. Their particular character depends on the way Stellatook advan
tage of their mammoth size. Expanded now to over 11feet square (and to almost
12 by 24 feet in the double-square pictures combining the hue and gray-scale
sequences), these large paintings would have looked very different had Stella
simply enlarged the width of the bands in proportion to the enlarged size of the
fields. Instead, Stella retained almost the same band-width he had used in much
smaller pictures. And this unit of scale, when seen in the context of the much
enlarged field, not only enhanced the impression of immense size, but permitted
Stellato subdivide hue and value into more proximateunits than ever before. In the
early Concentric Squares, the leaps between hues on the color wheel had been
considerable (Stella was then using only primaries and secondaries),as were the
distances between gray values. The more graduated sequences permitted by the
Diderot formats had implications for the images' spatial sense, for it endows these
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opposite
Le Revede d'Alembert. (1974)
Synthetic polymer paint on canvas,
11'10" x 23'8" (360.7 x 721.4cm)
page 50
Bijoux indiscrets. (1974)
Synthetic polymer paint on canvas,
11'3" x 11'3" (343 x 343 cm)
page 51
Jacques le fataliste. (1974)
Synthetic polymer paint on canvas,
11'3" x 11'3" (343 x 343 cm)
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pictures with a hint of that ambiguous "schematic illusionism" that had entered
Stella'swork with the PolishVillage pictures. This is probably what Stellahad in mind
when he said that he particularly liked the Diderot pictures "because they had a little
hint of the extravagant— but in a very simple way that I think added to their effect."

WHATEVER
THE BRAZILIANPICTURESmay owe the Diderotseries in their empha
sis on the pictorial rectangle,the oblique reliefof their surfaces derived directly from
the PolishVillage works. What most clearly distinguished the Brazilianpictures as a
group from these immediate predecessorswas, however,the painterliness—often a
kind of scribbly scumble—of their execution. Stella had never,of course, aimed at
the "hard-edge" evennessof surface that characterized the work of EllsworthKelly
and other of his contemporaries. Nevertheless, beginning with the Aluminum
paintings (1960),Stella's paint application had had a studied evenness,though it
breathed through the unprimed canvas in the mannerof Noland'ssurfaces and was
sometimesallowed to bleed slightly at the edges. In the Brazilianpictures, however,
the now very visible marks of the brushwork and drawing, which are different in
"handwriting" from panel to panel, act, in effect, to "texture" the surface in a
variegated manner.In many cases, such as the brown scribble in the upper right of
GrajauI (page 44) or the black scumbling in the upper left of GrajauII (page 45),the
pictorial effect depends on the value contrast of the color seen against vestiges of
the light aluminum ground. In other cases, such as the fuchsia in Grajau I and
Montenegro II and the blue in Grajau II, the ground is entirely covered, but the
varying densities of the prevailingcolors create a subtle sense of painterliness.
While the accenting in the drawing and brushwork of the Brazilian pictures was
kept within fairly tight limits, its painterlinessmarked a break with Stella'searlierwork
and a point of departure for all the freer and more dramatic drawing with color that
would animate Stella'spainting from the Exotic Birds of 1976to the series of recent
years.The Brazilian pictures also share with the laterwork a technical methodology
first employed in them: the reliefs were fabricated in metal (in this case aluminum),
and some of their surface planes were enlivened by scribble that was actually
etched into the metal.This was accomplished by drawing on the metal surface with
a lithographic grease crayon, after which the metal was passed through a caustic
solution that ate away the surfaces unprotected by the drawing. The transparent
lacquer-based colored inks that were subsequently applied assured that the
relievedpatterns of the etched lines would be highly visible.
The loosening-up of Stella's heretofore even paint application in the Brazilian
pictures and, even more, the brash and dramatic gestural drawing in the Exotic
Birds which followed hard upon, suggested to some critics that Stella was "return
ing" to the painterliness of Abstract Expressionism,which had been out of fashion
for well over a decade. (And, indeed, Stella'smove does seem to presage, in this
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SightGag.(1974)
^

Joatinga I. (1974-75)
Mixed media on aluminum,
8' x 11'(243.9 x 335.3 cm)

LeblonII. (1975)
Mixedmedia on aluminum,
6'8" x 9'8" (203.2 x 294.7 cm)
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single respect,the swing of the pendulum that led a few years laterto so-called Neo- L / (1975)
Expressionism.)But, in fact, Stella's brushwork had little in common with that of
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6'4 x 10' (194.3x 304.8cm)
painterssuch as de Kooningor Kline,for whom drawing with the brush constituted a
form of contouring. If there are affinities with Abstract Expressionism,they are more
with the all-over Pollocks and follow from the fact that both artists' handling is
ultimately decorative: that is, aimed less at establishing form than at giving the
surface a sense of overall movement and breathing—a kind of "pneuma"— by
virtue of the velocity, and the changes in density and texture, of the drawing. For
Stella,however,the form is already there when he begins to paint; it is preordained
by the contours of the as yet unpainted aluminum planes.The role of both color and
brushworkis further to endow these planes with individualcharacter and, above all,
to fix their flow and continuity within the composition as a whole. Purelyas "handwrit
ing," the type of extended drawing that Stella would launch in the Exotic Birds has
a "low art" dimension, suggesting as it does certain aspects of recent graffitiinfluenced painting (some years in advance, to be sure) and can be situated about
midway between the more calligraphic side of Abstract Expressionism (and
Dubuffet)and some EastVillage styles of the eighties.
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Eskimocurlew, 5.5x. (1976)
Mixedmedia on aluminum,
8'3" x 10'6 (251.5 x 321.4cm)

WHILE STELLA WAS executing the later Brazilian pictures in 1975, he was also
formalizinghis ideas for his next set of works in twenty-eightgraph-paper drawings
(page 60), which were shortly afterwards translated into Foamcoremaquettes.The
freely painted honeycombed aluminum reliefs enlarged from the maquettes (by
factors of 3 and 5.5, two from each maquette) are known as the Exotic Birds. With
them we enter fully into Stella's "second career."Compared to his move into the
immediately preceding Brazilian pictures, the degree of change announced by
the Exotic Birds was radical on the levelsboth of method and of pictorial language.
The Exotic Birds witness the almost total subversion of Stella'sgeometricity and
rectilinearity,in favor of a newly improvisationaland apparently freewheeling curvilinearity.The latter is established first by the structure—the many asymmetrical
curvilinear planes of the metal relief in its unpainted form—and intensified by the
highly painterly execution. The meandering "handwriting" leaves far behind the
essentiallytextural effects of the Brazilian reliefs,and becomes a form of extended
cursive drawing with the grease crayon and brush.
Stella'snew improvisationalspirit informs every aspect of the Exotic Birds. In his
earlierworks, geometry controlled the compositions a priori,whetherthey were built
outward by a governing "jog" in the stripes (as in the Aluminum pictures) or
patterned inward from the contours of an enclosing geometrical form (as in the
Protractorpictures). In the Exotic Birds, however,geometry ceases to be an all-over
control, or to provide a "system" for the composition. To be sure, the pictorial
rectangle—though often bent or tilted—returnsin full force as the frame and ground
for the pictures. But the layoutsof the pictures can no longer be deduced from the
geometry of the frame, any more than the outer contours of the pictures can be
predicted from their interior structures.
The formal vocabulary of the Exotic Birds encompasses much more than the
closed and regular geometries, such as the protractor and triangle, which had
earlier been central to Stella'scompositions. The morphology of the new reliefs is
dominated by forms known in mechanical drawing as "irregular curves":templates
of a type employed by marine and railroaddraftsmen.With their use, the arabesque
appears for the first time in Stella'scompositionalvocabulary and, typically for him, it
makes its appearance not as freehand drawing, but through an appropriation of
"readymade," prefabricated forms. In his earlier compositions, Stella had never
drawn a freehand curve—and he would not begin now; all the curves in the Exotic
Birdsare taken from the fixed (though extensive)vocabularyof mechanicaldrawing.
The composing of each Exotic Bird began with a stunninglysimple procedure.To
form the major motif of his composition, Stella worked directly with the templates,
moving them about on a large piece of graph paper so that they touched and
overlapped.Only when he had "found" his motif did he establishthe framing edge of
his composition—the perimeter of the background or pictorial field—after which
the smaller motifs were added and the image was further adjusted. "An important
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above, left
Drawing for Inaccessible Island rail.
(ca. 1976).Pencilon graph paper,
21% x 28%" (54.9 x 72.1cm)
above, right
Maquette for Inaccessible Island rail.
(ca. 1976).Foamcore,21 x 28%"
(54.9 x 72.1cm)
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left
Inaccessible Island rail, 1x . (1976)
Mixed media on aluminum,
21 x 28" (53.3 x 71.1cm)
opposite, left
Inaccessible Island rail, 3x. (1976)
Mixed media on aluminum,
63" x 7' (160 x 213.4cm)
opposite, right
Inaccessible Island rail, 5.5 x. (1976)
Mixed media on aluminum,
9'9" x 12'9" (297.3 x 388.7 cm)
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Bermuda petrel, 3x . (1976)
Mixed media on aluminum,
61V2"x 6'11 (156.2 x 212.1cm)

mm

Boninnight heron, 5.5x. (1976-77)
Mixed media on aluminum,
8'3" x 10'5%" (251.5 x 318.5cm)
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aspect of using the templates,"Stella recalls,

Newell'sHawaiianshearwater, 5.5 x. (1976)
Mixed media on aluminum,

was that they permitted me to effect my own versionof coming free on the surface. I 9'4" x 12'10"(284.6x 391.3cm)
wasnow free to do easily what most people did the hard way I could make so-called
relational paintings or, rather, the structural schemas for such paintings, just by
sliding the templates around the surface. No need to erase,paint out, or redo. Only
when I had the composition the way I wanted wasit transferredto the graph paper
directly into a mechanical drawing—and then into a three-dimensionalFoamcore
maguette, where I turned the template forms at angles to the picture surface.
Although Stella had been familiar with the templates known generically as irreg
ular curves for some time, he had previouslyemployed only commonplace drafting
instruments— usually a ruler and/or beam compass and, less frequently,a triangle,
right angle, or protractor. In 1975, in California, he stumbled on an elaborate set of
ship curves, used in nautical design, which he decided to buy."It was an incredibly
elaborate and expensive set of almost a hundred templates,"Stella recalls. "There
were many more templates than I could ever possibly use, because the size
gradations were so tiny you could get what seemed like thirty differentversionsof
one shape. But I liked that repetitious quality, the endless variations. Later I pur
chased sets of railroad curves and French curves."
Of the types of irregular curves Stella used in the Exotic Birds—he would enlarge
his vocabulary of these in later series—the most elaborate are certainly those
known as French curves. Vaguely suggesting musical G clefs, these ornamental
templates are actually used by draftsmen for the purpose of joining three disparate
points by a smoothly curved line. A large horizontal French curve dominates the
center of Eskimo curlew (page 58); a small one is used as a complex curvilinear
accent in the upper left of Dove of Tanna(page 72). Given its enclosed spaces and
complicated multi-directional contours, the French curve was the most self-suffi
cient, most autonomous of the irregular curves Stella chose to use—and therefore
the most difficult to absorb into the overall fabric and rhythm of a composition (as
is evident in the problematic aspects of such a relief as MysteriousBird of Ulieta
[page 76]).
Much more easilyassimilatedinto compositionalstructures,because simpler and
moreopen in form, were the ship curves. In Newell'sHawaiianshearwater(page 65),
three of these are grouped to open outward and upwardfrom the bottom center,the
left one paired back-to-back with a shorter,wider curve of the same type. Railroad
curves, used by engineers to plot the turning of railroad beds, are much closer to
straight lines than the other irregular curves, and were sometimesused by Stella in
the Exotic Birds as surrogates for the ruler and right angle to provide "architectural"
accents in the structure, as in Bermudapetrel (page 62).A diagonal railroadcurve is
paired with a French curve in Bonin night heron (page 63).
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Steller'salbatross, 3x. (1976)
Mixed media on aluminum,
651 x 7'1 (165.8 x 217.4 cm)

Steller'salbatross, 5.5x. (1976)
Mixed media on aluminum,
10' x 13'9" (304.8 x 419.1cm)

Stella at work on the Exotic Birds in his
studio, 1976

Insofaras the multiple curvilinearforms in the Exotic Birds want a foil, they seem to
haveconfirmed Stella'sreturn to a straightedge rectangular picture field, which the
artist thought necessary to support the irregular curves. The play of the curved
planes against this more regular, rectilinear ground to which they were attached
constituted a form of figure-ground relationship,a pictorial convention that Stella
had heretofore largely avoided. (Indeed, Stella's shaped paintings of the early
sixties might be described as abstract "figures"whose vestigial"grounds"had been
68
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lopped off.) Having accepted the need for such backgrounds, Stella proceeded to
do everything he could to diminish their role. Their rectangles are cut open, tilted
from top to bottom, bent backward from both the vertical axis (New Caledonian
lorikeet [page 74]) and the horizontalone (WakeIsland rail [page 70]), and some
times "doubled" inside or outside the compositionalnetwork(as in Steller'salbatross
[pages 66, 67]).
This "distressing"of the backgrounds was simply a first stage in Stella'sattempt to
minimizethe presence of a compositional constituent he felt obliged to readmit. In
the second stage, the actual painting of the reliefs, he further minimized figureground distinctions by bringing the grounds forward optically,subsuming them into
a fabric of all-overnessthrough their active, painterly execution.The metal surface,
which reflects through the translucent paints, and the ground glass, which was
spread on certain areas before adding color, "helped give me the freedom,"says
Stella,"to dematerializethe background."

IT IS NOT SURPRISINGthat draftsman's templates should have held a special
fascinationfor Stella, given his proclivities as "engineer."To be sure, they are, in the
first instance,simply objects in the world of objects. But unlikemostobjects, they are
themselves abstractions— intended as tools for representing the structure of
objects that have a more conventional level of reality. In putting these tools in the
service of a painterly and improvisational style, Stella could be said to have
deflected their rational spirit as well as practical purposes. Their use is, of course,
consistentwith the morphological sources (rulers,protractors,and so on) Stellahad
used earlier,insofaras they are part of the draftsman'sbattery.But within that order,
they clearly representa choice in the direction of the Baroque—which was also the
spirit in which the forms derived from them were subsequently painted.
In his continuing commitmentto a resolutelynon-figurativetype of painting, Stella
had alwaysused a vocabulary of abstract geometrical forms. But the forms that he
used in his earlier painting, in part because of their simplicity and/or symmetry,
never had the insistent image-making quality possessed by the irregular curves.
With their use, Stellaapproached a kind of "abstract figuration,"whose antecedents
go back through Pollock to Kandinsky.As Stella himself observes, "The template
formsfunction figuratively—though in an abstract sense."Rosenblumcharacterizes
the irregular curves as "the abstract equivalent of figures that move, twist, and
collide in a shallow space. ... In these works, abstract art suddenly seems to havea
new kind of bone and flesh that muscles its way from two to three dimensionswith
the epic struggle we recognize from centuries of old-masterfigural compositions."
The problem of getting the abstract "figures"to cohere meaningfullyand dramat
ically within the spatial structure of the work had to be solved essentiallyin the initial
composing of the maquette.The task of refiningthose relationships,of overcoming
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WakeIsland rail, 3 x . (1976)
Mixed media on aluminum,
54 x 69" (137.2 x 175.3cm)
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PuertoRican blue pigeon, 5.5x . (1976)
Mixed media on aluminum,
9'4
x 12'9%" (284.8 x 390.2 cm)
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, 5.5x. (1977)
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the mechanical quality of the template "figures" and bringing them, in the artist's
terms,"to life,"was left to the act
of painting.The "life" with which these "figures".were
...
.
to be invested was to be pictorial, and was unrelated to the templates original
purpose or existence."The templates start,"Stellaobserves,
with an image value and an aesthetic existence of their own, whether or not you
recognize them—as I do—as tools. I wanted to transformthat, to raise the level of it
from design into art, and to make it physical; in effect, to give the templates a real
presence, a pictorial presence. The huge shift in scale alone changes everything.
There'sa different perception. The irregular curves cease to be design.... The
struggle to make the forms in the painting "real!'to make them physicallypresent, is
the lesson—if I can call it that—which I learned from Picasso.It'snot the presence of
a recognizable figure in Picasso that in itself makes things real, but his ability to
project the image and to have it be so physical, so painted. It's so aggressively
painted that it bursts out into image, and that image has a sense of being real, of
breaking through pictorial boundaries to coexist in our everyday space. For me,
painting these metal reliefs is a way of infusing the piece with life; the brushstrokes,
the flow of paint, might be compared to the circulatory process in the body.
Abstractionhas to be made "real" in Picasso'spictorial sense of that word....To the
extent that the abstract image has to be infused with a physical pictorial presence,
abstractionhas, in some curious sense, not to be abstract.
Stella conceived of his abstract "figures" above all as a means of creating and
articulating a viable new space, one that could compensate non-figurativepainting
for the space choked out of it by medium-orientedpainters in the decades following
Abstract Expressionism."The crisis of abstraction,"Stella insists,"followed from its
having become mired in the sense of its own materiality,the sensethat the materials
of painting could and should dictate its nature.That'snot enough, and the belief that
it was was killing painting."
Todefy the "dictatorship of the medium" was at once to challenge the premisesof
the absolute literalismthat had earlier been the starting point for Stella himself,and
for his sixties colleagues, and to reopen the door to other alternatives.The result,
seen in the Exotic Birds, was the projection of a more flexible, more ambiguous—
i.e., less emphatically literal— space. The relief space measured by actual threedimensionalforms is constantly being fused and confused with alternativespatial
cues suggested by color, painterly brushwork patterns, and eliding forms. Within
this "mixed" space—at once literal, optical, and illusive—Stellawanted the shifting
planes of his irregular curves to create a modern version of "that spatial mobility
which the human figure articulated in the illusionism of the Old Masters."For an
analogyto this difficult-to-determinespace, Stellaturns to what mathematicianscall
"fractals,"irregular (or chaotic) figures whose dimensionsare not limited to descrip73
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above
New Caledonian lorikeet 5.5x. (1977)
Mixed media on aluminum,
10' x 13' (304.8 x 396.3 cm)

opposite
Brazilian merganser, 5.5 x. (1980)
Mixed media on aluminum,
10' x 8' (304.8 x 243.8 cm)

MysteriousBird of Ulieta, 5.5 x . (1977)
Mixedmedia on aluminum,
8'4" x 10'6" (254 x 320.1 cm)

tion by whole numbers."Mathematicianstalk now about figures of 1.78 dimensions,
or 2.3 dimensions,"Stellaobserves.
I can imagine getting a grasp on these figures, on what it might be like to measurea
cloud or the coastline of England. It seems to me that there'ssome hint of this kind of
chaotic, ambiguous figuration in painting, with its inherent three-dimensionalillu
sionism in constant tension with its two-dimensionalsurfaces. Pictorialspace is one
in which you have two-dimensional forms tricked out to give the appearance of
three-dimensional ones, so that the space you actually perceive comes down
somewhere in-between. And somewhere in-between isn't a bad analogy for my
work. I work away from the flat surface but I still don't want to be three-dimensional;
that is, totallyliteral ... more than two dimensionsbut short of threeso, for me, 2.7 is
probably a very good place to be.
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Whatever reservations Stella may have had about using a regular ground to
support his projective"figures"in the Exotic Birds, it is clear that he was not unhappy
with the results, and that the execution of these works occasioned a more relaxed
exploitation of his pictorial gifts than he had ever experienced before. Beginning
with the Exotic Birds, there is a sense of expansiveness—a confidence and
freedom—in Stella'sart that stands alone in the abstract painting of the seventies
and eighties. Free now of the pervasivea priori planning demanded by the seriality
of the stripe paintings, Stella could enjoy the painterly executionof the metal reliefs
in a more spontaneous way.The mood of Stella'swork becomes, for the first time,
exuberant. And the sense of the painter as homo ludens established in these
pictures has persisted to the present.As Stellatends to view the developmentof his
painting strictly from within its own interiordynamics, he does not identifythis overall
change of mood in his work with particular eventsin his personallife.Yetit is hard not
to see the change at least in part as a function of his happy second marriage, to
Harriet McGurk, and a new family; the titles of the Exotic Birds, in any event, relate
directly to a new interest encouraged by his wife. Apart from assiduously playing
tennis and squash, Stella'srecreationshad previouslybeen the racetrack (wherehe
sometimesruns his own horses) and watching Grand Prixauto racing."But Harriet
got me into bird-watching," he recalls. "I couldn't believe I was in the Everglades
instead of being at Hialeah. Before that, my idea of an exotic bird was The
Flamingo—a grade-one stake race."
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Jungli kowwa, 5.5 x. (1978)
Mixed media on aluminum, metal tubing,
and wire mesh, 7'2" x 8'6" x 38"
(218.5 x 259.1 x 96.6 cm)
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WHETHEROR NOT,like the Japanese artists, one changes one's name, a "second
career" remains the career of the same human being. Not surprisingly,therefore,
despite the differences that distinguish the Exotic Birds from Stella'searlier work,
some important continuities exist.There remains,as Rosenblumputs it, an "overrid
ing sense of method in his madness.... [Stella's]wildest exuberances, we realize
after prolonged looking, finally tick awaywith the same clockwork order as his most
taciturn reductions." The structural part—the reliefsthemselves— is still adapted
from forms that pre-exist in the rationalworld of geometry and mechanical drawing,
and the reliefsare constructed from drawings plotted methodicallyon graph paper.
This essentially conceptual first step is intended, as in the early work, to provide
Stella with something more than a neutral surface on which to paint. Its aim is a
surface that inspires him to paint, and thus give a corporeal pictorial presenceto an
abstract idea (in the same sense that painting the Black pictures transformed
diagrams into art). "I think one's understanding of structure, one's sense of the
relationshipbetween things, remains largely the same,"Stellasays.
I think you're born with a particular sense of structureand you can't reallychange it.
My sense of how things go together, of what constitutes equilibrium, stays the
same—as, for example, the way I put things edge-to-edge,point-to-point.If you look
carefullyat work as different as the Exotic Birds and the Running V stripe pictures,
you'llsee that the V'srelateedge-to-edge and point-to-pointin a similarway.Although
it looks very different,it's the same sensibility.

THE INDUSTRIALFABRICATION
of the middle-size(3x) and large (5.5x) aluminum
reliefsthat were to be enlarged from the maquettesof the Exotic Birds provedto be a
complex and time-consuming process. Giventhe large number of works involved,it
is not surprising that their making (in the factory) and their painting (in the studio)
spread over several years. The earliest Exotic Birds left the studio in 1976;the last
were completed only in 1980. In the meantime, however,Stella was impatient to
develop a new idea for a group of pictures in which he would be able to eliminatethe
figure-ground relationships that had seemed inevitable in the Exotic Birds. These
were to be the Indian Birds; for them Stella created an openwork grille structure on
which the irregular curves could be affixed, effectivelyreplacing the "background
supports of the Exotic Birds. These discreet curved grilles permitted one to see
through to the wall behind (pages 85, 87), and made the compositions attached to
them seem almost to float free of support. As such, they constituted a counterpart in
Stella'swork to a unique Pollock that had always interested him, No. 29, 1950, in
which Pollock seemed to make his web of oil paint, pebbles, and wire mesh
autonomousby supporting it on a transparentpane of glass. At the sametime, Stella
points out that the seemingly invisible suspension of the Indian Birds contained
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top, left
Drawing A for Ram gangra.
(1977). Pencil on transpar
ent paper, 22 x 17"
(55.9 x 43.2 cm)
top, right
Drawing B for Ram gangra.
(1977).Pencil on transpar
ent paper, 22 x 17"
(55.9 x 43.2 cm)
bottom, left
Drawing B superimposed
on drawing A for Ram
gangra. (1977)
bottom, right
Maquette for Ram gangra.
(1977).Silkscreened metal
and wire mesh,
20 x 16 x 6
(51.4 x 41.9 x 16.5 cm)
opposite
Ram gangra, 5.5x. (1978)
Mixed media on aluminum,
metal tubing, and wire mesh,
9'7" x 7'6
x 43
(292.2 x 230 x 110.6cm)
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Bulal-chashm,5.5x. (1978-79)
Mixedmedia on aluminum, metal tubing,
and wire mesh, 7'10" x 9'9" x 45
(238.8 x 297.2 x 115.6cm)

echoes of a work on glass even more remote in time and style than the Pollock,but
one for which he had alwayshad an affection, namelythe Large Glassof that earlier
"engineer,"Marcel Duchamp.
There are only twelve large reliefs in the Indian Bird series, all of them painted in
1978-79, on 5.5x enlargementsof maquettes Stellahad executed in October 1977,
while a guest of the Sarabhai family at their residence in Ahmedabad, India. The
Sarabhais'foundation regularly played host to visiting artists and was generous in
furnishing assistants.Starting with four, Stella'screw grew to twenty-four(including
part-timers),which permitted him to realizethe maquettesof the twelveworks in just
that many days. (A duplicate was executed for each maquette, and Stella gave the
second set to the Sarabhais; the working set actually used for making the large
reliefs was later donated to The Museum of Modern Art.) The finished maquettes
reminded Stella of birds in cages, so he found a book on birds of India, from which
the titles are taken. ("It struck me as a nice idea to use them.... It was very casual.")
The conception of this series had begun to be elaborated before Stella'sdepar
ture for India. He carried a few drawings with him as well as one maquette (in
Foamcoreand paper) for what eventuallybecame Maha-lat,the second Indian Bird
in the sequence of drawings. Whereasthe maquettes of the Exotic Birds had been
composed by manipulating the templates themselves, the densely overlapped,
more three-dimensionalcompositions of the Indian Birds obliged Stellato return to
the "control" of preliminary drawings. Each maquette was therefore developed by
meansof a pair of drawings (A and B) on transparentpaper.These showed different
"layers"of the reliefs, and could be superimposed on one another (page 80). As
Foamcore was not available in Ahmedabad, the forms for the maquettes were
traced on, and cut from, discarded sheets of tin alloy originally intended for use as
soft drink and food cans. (The sheets had been scrapped because their silkscreening had misregisteredor been overprinted.)This serendipitouschoice of materials
proved providential,for the printed tin endowed Stella'smaquetteswith an aesthetic
all their own. The fragments of commercial logos and other print and design
elements on the tin enriched the irregular curves cut from them with a quasipainterly,all-overflicker of light and dark that had legible "pop" associations(page
80). After shaping, these surfaces needed only a bit of overpainting or crayon
drawing in order to be accommodated to the compositions.
The governing structure of the Indian Birds is essentially tripartite: the opaque
rectangular ground that supported the irregular curves in the Exotic Birds is
replaced by the openwork grille support, which is curved into what could be
described as a segment (or segments) of a cylinder (clearly visible in the side view
of KastOra[page 90]). The two forward edges of the grille support the second
elementof the structure, a plane of irregularcurves set at right angles to the viewer's
lineof vision, as they are shown in drawing A for Ram gangra (page 80).The drawing
shows how this plane can quite literally hold itself together through the fasteningof
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the parts (by soldering, in the maquettes) at the multiple touchings of its twelvevery
different irregular curves (which are varieties of ship curves, French curves, and
railroad curves); the plane is secured along the horizontaltop and bottom of the
grille, which are represented in the drawing by straight lines (the broken lines
representthe vertical sides of the grille receding into deeper space).The planes of
irregularcurves shown in each drawing A for the twelve compositions thus consti
tute a kind of free-floating "picture plane" that establishes and maintains the
pictoriality of the relief'sstructure.
Penetratingthis "picture plane" at differentangles, as well as passing both in front
of it and behind it, is the third component of the tripartite structure.This is made up of
anothergroup of irregularcurves, chosen from a scale group three times larger,as in
drawing B for Ram gangra (page 80). Such second (or B) drawings for the Indian
Birds are not, as in the case of the A drawings, diagrams of a flat plane of irregular
curves, but rather a kind of "schematic of intentions"identifying curves that would
actually be attached at differentangles and levelsof space in the three-dimensional
model. As they are not drawn in perspective, these shapes would undergo a slight
displacement in the translation from drawing to model (the way the French curves
and ship curves in the center of drawing B for Ram gangra have moved in the
maquette so that these very forward elements of the composition partially overlap
the large vertical railroadcurve that closes the composition on the right).In addition,
the actual maquettes contain some elements not foreseen in the transparent
drawings for them, Stella having subsequently added odd bits of scrap, such as
screening,wire, metal rods, and mesh.
In many respects, the Indian Birds representthe apotheosis of Stella'sBaroque
tendencies.The irregular curves that appeared in them were grander, more asym
metrically handled, larger in number,and more complex in their structural interrela
tionshipsthan those of the Exotic Birds. Gone were the large straightedgefields that
had provided backgrounds for the latter; there are very few straight lines in the
Indian Birds, and they nevercontour more than fragments of the relief.The absence
of a containing background, combined with the seemingly bolder angles at which
the large irregularcurves projected, made the visual assimilationof the Indian Birds
no simple matter.Their challenge was reinforced,moreover,by a glitzy palettewhich
(especiallyin Khar-pidda [page 85], Shama [page 89], and Ram gangra [page 81])
made the color schemes of the Exotic Birds seem almost classical by comparison.
Though Stella's color schemes in the Indian Birds move further from primaries
than had those of the Exotic Birds—apart from quantities of gold paint, they are
abundantly charged with remote off-shades of "candy-box" colors—their appear
ance of willful "bad taste" was even more due to the sequin-likeglitter of many of the
panels. This effect—which has analogies with the Cubists' use of sand—was
produced by adhering particles of metal shaving and/or ground glass to a first layer
of color, and then painting or, more often, staining over that. Although metal
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Khar-pidda, 5.5x. (1978)
Mixed media on aluminum, metal tubing,
and wire mesh, 10'2" x 7'4" x 35"
(309.9 x 223.5 x 88.9 cm)

left
Stella at work on an Indian Bird maquette
in Ahmedabad, India, 1977
opposite
Maha-lat, 5.5x. (1978-79)
Mixed media on aluminum, metal tubing,
and wire mesh, 7'3
x 9'3" x 38
(222.9 x 282 x 97.8 cm)
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shavings and ground glass had already been used to texture some panels in the
Exotic Birds, their far more liberal use here, and the fact that they were often gone
over with translucent washes rather than opaque paints, accounts for the more
emphatic sense of glitter. Time has taken some of the sting, however,from the
deliberately treacly palette of the Indian Birds. "To me they look quite tame now,"
Stellaobserves,"but some people did find them outrageous."
Neither before nor during his trip to India did Stella show a particular interest in
that country's art. The glitter, the gold, and the "bad taste" hues that were painted,
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stained, or washed into the Indian Birds sooner reflect his experience of India's Shama,
5.5x. (1979)
urban scene—the sequins and cosmetics ("people with blue faces"), the exotic Ml media aluminummetaltubing,
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and wire mesh, 6'6" x 10'5" x 34%"
dyes of the textiles, the colorism of street life. But something in their singular color ( 3 x 3176 x 88cm)
schemes also resonateswith the American scene. Whenthe Indian Birds were first
shown, their garish palette struck some critics, not entirely mistakenly I think, as
"disco." And there is, in fact, an artificiality and brashness to their hues and their
surface effects that can as easily be said to encompass Las Vegas,Coney Island,
and Little Italy as Bombay. In the Indian Birds, more than in any of his other metal
reliefs,Stella proposes a palette that is "popular" in a far more insistentmannerthan
that of most pioneer Pop painting, in which the color schemes are often closer to
earlier Parisianpainting (Leger, in particular) than to the palette of urban life.

IN SOMEESSENTIALRESPECTS,the spatial structure particular to the Indian Birds
comes closer than any of Stella's work before or after to what he would later
describe, in his Harvard lectures on Caravaggio, as a kind of "spherical" space,
which provides a "spatial experience of a painting" that does "not seem to end at the
framing edges or [seem to] be boxed in by the picture plane." As Stellasees it, the
mannerin which Caravaggio resolveda crisis in the depiction of pictorial space that
developed in the sixteenth century is not without interestfor recent abstraction and
its "entrapmentin flatness." Whetheror not one wholly accepts Stella'sdescription
of Caravaggio's illusionism, as it unfolds in his lectures, published as Working
Space, his description clearly hints at something that Stella himself had already
been moving toward in his own work at the time he became deeply involvedwith
Caravaggio'spainting. Indeed, Stella'sfascination with Caravaggio'sexample was
surelyprompted by the fact that it seemed to provide an analogical model in the past
for what he himselfwas trying to do in another context. But Stellais "not only... eager
to construct a heroic genealogical table for his own ambitions,"as Rosenblumpoints
out; he is also "willing to measure [his own success] against these venerable
standards... "
Stellasees Caravaggioas having added a "projective"dimensionto the inherited
fifteenth-century Renaissance spatial formulation. Renaissance space, all of it
located between the proscenium-like picture plane and the vanishing point,
seemed to unfold only away from the spectator. The "convincing projective illu
sionism"of the foreshortened figures and objects in the front of Caravaggio'sspace
constitutes,for Stella,an added dimension—a "sensationof real presence and real
action [that] successfully expand[ed] the sensation of pictorial space." Whereas
art historianswould locate the picture plane in a Caravaggiopicture by definition at
the very front edge of the most advanced foreshortened form, Stella describes
Caravaggio'sspace as if the foreshortened forms had burst through the picture
plane; one must imagine that the picture plane had remained as it was in fifteenth88
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left and opposite
Kastura, 5.5 x, two views. (1979)
Mixed media on aluminum,
metal tubing, and wire mesh,

9'7" x 7'8" x 30"
(292 x 233.5 x 76.2 cm)
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century painting, the curtain of a stage space, and that Caravaggio'sfrontmost
forms projected outside that spatial box, as if beyond the proscenium (see pp.
18-20). Thus the highly foreshortened forms in the front of Caravaggio'spictorial
space are in effect defined by Stella (although he never quite puts it this way) as
being located on the viewer'sside of the picture plane, almostas if they constituted a
kind of (illusioned) relief added on to the front of the picture.
Stellareads the frontal space created by these projecting forms in Caravaggioas
essentially hemispheric, and continuous with the space of the middle and rear
ground, which Stella also reads as hemispheric. Thus the whole of Caravaggio's
space—a "double-sided illusion"— becomes "spherical." Since the forms within it
are illusioned by Caravaggio both in movementand at "tilted" angles, "the image
that comes to mind is that of the gyroscope—a spinning sphere...."
The sense of projective roundness, of poised sphericality,is important because it
offered painting an opportunity that was not there before, and that was, amazingly
enough, diluted soon afterward. The space that Caravaggiocreated is something
that twentieth-century painting could use: an alternative both to the space of
conventional realism and to the space of what has come to be conventional
painterliness39
Stellahas long been convinced that the "burden... modern painting was born with"
is the need to create a pictorial space "capable of dissolving its own perimeterand
surface plane." While he views the freedom acquired for illusionist painting by
Caravaggio as an analogical model, he does not, however,consider a return to
conventional illusionism today a valid solution. Any solution "would be worthless,"
says Stella,
unlessit wereexpressed completely in our own terms. I think the problem is thatyou
can't get pictorial drama today in the form of illustration.Youcan't play it out through
traditionalillusionismbecause that illusionismis gone now.It'sjust gone. It'sused up.
I can't help it.... Even Picasso couldn't really go back to illusionism.Whenhe brings
elementsof illusionisminto his picture, he'salwaysat war with such illusionismas he
creates™
The illusionism that is "gone," that is totally "used up," as Stella has it, is the
"holistic" illusionism of the Old Masters, that is, an illusionismconstituting a total,
closed, and consistent system. (Caravaggiohad remained within this system even
as he enlarged it.) Fragmentary illusionism, however, is another matter. Some
suggestion of illusion is, in fact, almost impossible for painting to avoid, and most
major styles in early modernism contain a modicum of it. It was the effort of the
medium-oriented painters of the sixties to assure flatness, to suppress the last
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vestiges of illusion, that had led to what Stella recognized as a dead end; in the
course of the sixties and seventies,the sense of space in most vanguard abstrac
tion had become, in effect, silted up by the paint substance itself. As early as the
IrregularPolygons—years before he introduced any literal reliefspace into his art (in
the PolishVillage series)—Stella had already qualified his literalism by accepting
bits and pieces of illusion (see pp. 34-35). Thus, by the time he arrivedat the Indian
Birds, he was welcoming the interplay of literal space and whatever illusionism
"came along" (to use Leider'sphrase) in the process. Indeed, Stellanow recognizes
illusionas virtually inherent in the act of painting: "There'salwayssome illusionin my
literalism,no matter how literal my paintings get. In any case, you always hope the
work has some auras more than just its literal ones."
How the Indian Birds proposed a space for abstraction that approaches, both
literally and optically, the "sphericality" Stella saw in Caravaggio is impossible to
appreciate in photographs alone. Nevertheless,the reproductionof the side view of
Kasturaon page 90 does show how the gaily painted grille that holds the entire relief
at a distance from the wall delineates a kind of half cylinder, at least along its
horizontal axis. If that grille articulates a concave rear space that anticipates, in
some respects, Stella'ssubsequent formulation of Caravaggio's"spherical" spatial
theater,the convex front curvature of that space has its counterpart in the accumu
lated angles at which the forward template forms of Kastura are turned and tilted.
Keep in mind, however,the chicken and the egg in this relationship.To whatever
degree Caravaggio'sart may be said to be "guiding [the modern painter] toward a
more flexible contoured surface, begging [him]," as Stella has it, "to abandon
flatness," the Exotic Birds, Indian Birds, and most of the Circuits series were
already behind him when his explorationof Caravaggio began.
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Silverstone,4.75x. (1981)
Mixedmedia on aluminum and fiberglass,
8'9 x 10' x 22" (268 x 304.8 x 56 cm)
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Polar Co-ordinates V for Ronnie Peterson.
(1980).Offset lithograph and screenprint,
38 x 38 (96.6 x 97.9 cm)

BY1980,STELLAhad completed all twelve Indian Birds and was painting the last of
the Exotic Birds, among them Brazilianmerganser (page 75). In that year,however,
much of his attention was focussed on making the drawings and the twenty-four
Foamcore maquettes (pages 96, 102, 112) for what became his largest and, I
believe, most successful group of paintings yet, the Circuits. For several years,
beginning in 1981,when the first aluminum enlargementsof the Circuit maquettes
arrived at the studio to be painted, Stella worked "flat out," as he described it, in
what turned out to be "the longest and most concentrated streak of work that I've
ever had."
This almost maniacal focus on painting ended only with Stella's stay at the
American Academy in Rome, and his subsequent decision to accept Harvard
University'sinvitation to deliver the Charles Eliot Norton lectures. As he worked on
the lectures, he executed the last of the Circuits, having in the end painted sixtyeight large reliefs, some in magnesium (the surfaces of which were etched), the
others in aluminum (which were not etched).These had been enlarged in two sizes
from the Foamcoremaquettes, by factors of three (3x) and four and three quarters
(4.75x). Stellaalso painted twenty-sevensmall aluminumCircuits, enlarged only 25
percent beyond the format of the maquettes.
A glance at the Circuit maquettes revealsthat Stella inscribed most of his forms
with patterns of crisscrossing parallel lines based mostly on the parabolic patterns
he had used in the prints called PolarCo-ordinates. At the factory,these lines were
etched on the surfaces of the large reliefsexecuted in magnesium;at leastone such
etched version in 4.75x size was made of each of the compositions Stella had
decided to enlarge from the maquettes.A comparison of the etched and unetched
versions of the enlarged Nogaro (pages 106, 107) shows the characteristic dif
ferences in effect. The etched lines, which are mostly visible through the paint,
create a pattern that breaks up large areas and runs counter to the contours of
forms, creating a kind of autonomouslinear rhythm.The function of the etched lines
is thus not wholly unrelated to that of newsprintin Cubist collages, or the listings on
the telephone-bookpages that Franz Kline used as grounds for his sketches. But to
the extent that etching attenuates the paint substance of the Circuits—impastos
with more body than the glaze-like colors of the Indian Birds—it also functions in a
manner parallel to the metallic glitter of the earlier series. Finally,the etching alters
the scale and character of the reliefs."Whenthe much enlarged metal pieces come
from the factory,"Stella notes,
they can also be fairly forbidding, that is, overly strong, overly metallic objects. By
etching the surface beforehand, I've already made the piece a little bit less factorymade. In making the surface seem more handmade, the etching also established a
human, more personal, scale for these big pieces. Insofar as the etching tends to
break up individual surfaces and relate them to the overallpattern, I think it repre-
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seated a conscious effort on my part to get something very close to the effect that I
got more or less by accident with the overprintedtin in the maquettes of the Indian
Birds.

above, left
Drawing for Zeltweg. (ca. 1982)
Ink on layers of acetate,
23% x 27" (60 x 68.6 cm)

The most distinctive of the new shapes Stella was now to add to his cumulative
lexicon of irregular curves and other templates were the snake-like arabesques
provided by a draftsman's tool called the Flexicurve. As its name suggests, the
Flexicurve can be altered to provide a variety of smooth, arcuated curves. It is
ubiquitous in the Circuit series, frequently appearing three or four times in a single
work. In Misano (page 105),for example, the green and blue Flexicurvein the upper
left is directly echoed by a plum, pink, and blue one on the right, while the lower of
two overlapping greenish Flexicurvesin the lower left is doubled in width and winds
its way across the bottom of the entire composition.
The Flexicurveis the morphological symbol for the snaking roadwaysof some of
the internationalautomobile racing circuits whose names provide the titles of the
individual works in the series. "We've left the Birds," says Stella with a smile, "and I
guess we're travellingthrough the landscape where the Birds live."We havealready
seenthat Stellawas a passionatefan of road racing. In 1978he visited in Europewith
the drivers in BMW'straining project, an extensivesupport program in which young
driversare seasoned in small-timetracks. "That'show I got to minor circuits such as
Pergusa and Vallelunga," Stella recalls. "The generic title Circuits," he adds, "is

above, right
Maquette for Zeltweg. (ca. 1982)
Foamcore,with pencil and ink,
23% x 26% x 3 (60 x 68.3 x 8 cm)
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opposite, left
Zeltweg, 3x. (1982)
Mixed media on etched magnesium,
6' x 6'9" x 12%" (182.9 x 205.8 x
32.1 cm)
opposite, right
Zeltweg, 4.75x. (Second version, 1982)
Mixed media on etched magnesium,
9'6" x 10'8" x 20" (289.6 x 325.6 x
50.8 cm)
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meant to refer to road racing. But it's intended to be a bit ambiguous. In my mind it Mosport
, 4.75x.(Second
version,
1982)
also refersto the intricateconnections within the structuralnetworksof the pictures."
° xe24"(289.6'nxe321.4x
^
9 6 x 10 6V2"
The compositions of the Circuits fall, broadly speaking, into three typological 61cm
groups; they will be discussed in the order in which the maquetteswere conceived,
inasmuch as the order in which the enlarged metal reliefs were actually painted
depended on their random arrival at the studio from three different factories that
realizedthem. (For example, Pergusa [page 113]and Zandvoort [page 115],which
number nineteenth and twentieth in the order of the composing of the maquettes,
were actually among the earliest reliefs in the series to be painted.)
Not surprisingly,the first of the three compositional types of Circuits is closest in
vocabulary and structure to the Exotic Birds. At its outer edges, the background
plane of Silverstone (page 94), for example, virtually forms a rectangle, in the
manner of the backgrounds of the Exotic Birds. In the earlier series these back
ground planes form a largely continuousfield; in Silverstone, however,as in the other
early Circuits, the interior ground has been radically cut away in all quadrants of the
picture, its discontinuity attested to by bits and pieces of the wall that are every
where visible through the relief's layered shapes. Except around the edges of the
compositional field, Silverstone's background has been so perforated that those
pieces of it which remain are indistinguishable in nature and character from the
shapes on other planar layersof the picture.
As in other early Circuits, such as Zeltweg (page 97), the morphologicalvocabu
lary of the forward layersof Silverstoneincludes the ship curves and French curves
characteristic of the Exotic Birds, as well as the right angle and protractorforms that
date from still earlier phases of Stella's morphology. In the Exotic Birds, however,
such template forms figured as discrete entities, and played salient compositional
roles. In Silverstone and Zeltweg, most of them are harder to isolate visually. So
much have the original template forms been multiplied in number, overlapped in
position,and compounded in form (i.e., fused with one another—as exemplified by
the joined protractors in the upper left of Silverstone)that we are less aware of
individual morphologies than of the overall pattern of their relationships. As in
Pollock'sclassic poured paintings, the fabric of interconnections—which might be
called the compositional "circuitry"— overwhelms the identities of its individual
components.
This change is certainly enhanced by Stella'suse, for the first time in his work, of a
multiplicity of irregular shapes no longer derived from a fixed, a priori, and hence
recognizable vocabulary. Such forms— some large, some very small—were
recuperated by Stella during the process of making the models, that is, they were
discovered in, or modified from, the remnants of the Foamcoreboards from which
template shapes for previous maquettes had been cut out. These altered "residual"
shapes or leftover patterns have both straight edges—often the borders of the
rectangularFoamcoreboards—and curvilinear contours, usuallythe negativecon98
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Vaiieiunga,
4.75x. (1981)
Mixedmediaonaluminum,

tours of irregular curves cut out earlier.The green, orange, and red plane in the
upper jeft quac
of Anderstorp (page 109) is typical of their irregularity. But
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sometimesthat irregularity is more a question of interiorthan exteriorcontours.The
large black and aluminum "arrow" that dominates the center of Zeltweg, for exam
ple, is a residual panel that Stelladecided to make into a kind of screenfor the work.
He perforated this geometrical remnant by cutting six template shapes, of con
trasting sizes, from its interior; through these "holes" we see the crisscrossing of
lower levels of the relief and, in places, the wall behind. As the "screen" panel
seemed too open to Stella, he filled in the form cut from the center horizontalof the
"arrow" as well as smaller shapes in the lower left of it, tilting them at angles to
the surface.
Stella'suse in the Circuits of new forms (such as Flexicurves),compound template
shapes, and recuperated or residual shapes constituted, morphologically speak
ing, a quantum change in his work. Making these many dissimilarelements cohere
made the actual painting of the reliefs'surfaces more crucial than ever.Most of the
PolishVillage reliefs made credible pictures without being painted at all (pages 27,
33).And although the Exotic Birds wanted color,they were entirelycomprehensible
in their unpainted states. But the intricate maquettes for such compositions as
Zeltweg (page 96) and Talladega(page 102) already suggest something different
about the Circuits. These models seem to constitute a self-imposed challenge
to invest their extraordinarily complicated structures with pictorial clarity. A com
parison between such paintings as Zeltweg and Talladega and their unpainted
maquettes makes Stella'saccomplishment manifest;indeed, the full-scale versions
of the two illustrated here (pages 97, 103)are among the most lucid of his pictures.
Talladega, the seventhCircuit in the order of composing, suggests some aspects
of Stella'stransition toward a second type of Circuit, though it mostly shares the
characteristics of Zeltweg',both are crowded compositions, marked by an unusual
morphological range, a multiplicity of "handwritings," highly variegated palettes,
and backgrounds that have been radically cut into.What separates Talladegafrom
Zeltweg, what marks it as a transitional picture, is that its background has been
divided by "folds" that turn its remainingforms at angles.This differencegoes hand
in hand with a crucial change in morphology.The French curves and ship curves
that are still very visible in Zeltweg (Frenchcurves in its upper left, center right, and
lower right; ship curves in every quadrant) are largely left behind in Talladega.
Instead, the majority of Talladega's forms are of the residual type that Stella
developed out of leftovers from the template-cutting process. Its morphology,
therefore,signals further separation on Stella'spart from the type of a priori vocabu
lary so long central to his methods. Finally,Talladegapromotes the Flexicurveto a
major role; its snaky forms become the Circuits' signature motif. In Zeltweg, the
Flexicurvehad appeared only once, and then only as a compound form; looping
softly upwardsfrom the center left, turning the left corner and passing acrossthe top
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left
Maquettefor Talladega,(ca. 1981)
Foamcore,with pencil and ink,

23% x 27 x 3%"(60 x 68.6 x 9.9 cm)
opposite
Talladega, 4.75x. (1981)
Mixed media on etched magnesium,
9' x 10'5
x 17%"(274.4 x 318.8 x
43.8 cm)
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of the composition, its green-scribble shape terminates by fusing into an irregular
leftovershape (from which a ship curve has been cut out).Though the Flexicurve's
appearance in Zeltweg is as yet almost unrecognizable,the snaky loops it produces
in the center and left of Talladegaare more characteristic for the way this instrument
would be used throughout the rest of the series.
In the three Circuit reliefsdiscussed thus far,the background layerwas deeply cut
away and, in the last of the three, the transitional Talladega, it was folded as well.
Nevertheless,around the edges of the field the background planes of all these
compositions make themselves felt as nearly continuous, rectangular silhouettes;
they retain,to that extent, the explicitness of the backgrounds of the Exotic Birds. In
the reliefsthat make up the second of the three typological groups of Circuits, Stella
attacked the integrity of the rectangular background plane at its edges as well as
in its interior.
This change is clear in Misano (page 105),in which the interaction between the
painted metal forms of the relief and the voids through which we see the wall totally
replaces conventional figure-ground relationships. In its exquisite equilibrium of
solid and void, its play of open and closed, Misano is one of the most classically
ordered of Stella's metal reliefs. The explicit outlining of the picture field charac
teristic of the early Circuits has ceased in Misano; only the upper right corner hints
directly at a pictorial rectangle. Nevertheless,its configurationstronglyimplies such
a rectangle, in much the same way that the "set" of Pollock'sirregularwebs implies
their rectangular pictorial field. Indeed, the pattern of the painted shapes taken
together with the spaces between them (and inside them; i.e., where subsidiary
interiorshapes have been cut away) has a distinctly Pollockian"pneuma."
To be sure, a reference to Pollock in this context may raise eyebrows,given the
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immense difference between his work and Stella's,simply on the level of appear- M,
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ance. Yeteven in Stella'sstripe pictures—where such a rapport was perhaps even
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more difficult to apprehend than here—the lessons of Pollock'sall-over pictures 27.9cm)
were there to see. In Misano, the parallels to Pollock are not just a matter of the
classical "breathing" in the openings and closings of the configurationalpattern, or
the way the disposition of the composition implies its pictorial rectangle, but also of
Stella'sability to handle a multi-layeredconfiguration of highly variegated compo
nentswithout slipping into visual congestion. In Pollock'scase, except when he "lost
touch" with a composition, his webs retaineda remarkabletransparency,permitting
one to see with great clarity each successive layeras well as bits of ground behind
them; only when Pollockfaltered did opacity enter,the paint of one layerobfuscating
or obliterating that of another.A comparable clarity and transparencyof layering is
the hallmark of the successful Circuits. In Misano, for example, the resolutionis so
complete that we tend to lose sight of how many diverse elements have been
absorbed into the many layersof its compositional space.
The most daring among the second group of Circuits are those, such as Nogaro
(pages 106,107) and Anderstorp (page 109),in which Stella clearly establishes a
pictorial rectangle by filling in parts of it, but also permits that picture field totally to
dissolveaway.In Nogaro, for example, the background plane marks off a consider
able portion of the upper and right perimetersof a pictorial rectangle. But once we
moveinside the rectangle, everything seems to come apart under the pressureof a
phalanx of anti-architectonic forms led to by two extended Flexicurves.The config
urationof Anderstorp is equally unexpected.The perimeterof a pictorial rectangle is
closely approximated on all its sides except at the bottom right. There, the dense
compositionalfabric suddenly falls away,leavingtwo small, irregularforms to stretch
almost pathetically toward what would have been the right corner of the composi
tion.The empty wall space at this point, which our eye assimilatesintothe field of the
composition, turns out to be the ideal foil for the density and evennessof the rest of
the configuration.
The third and final group of Circuits (in the order of conception) is best illustrated
by two of the series' greatest successes, Pergusa (page 113)and Zandvoort (page
115).In these, Stella turns away from the atomizationof surface and the Pollockian
all-overnessthat dominated the earlier Circuits in favor of compositions with fewer,
larger,more discrete, and more salient parts. The monumentalityof Zandvoort, for
example,depends on its reductionto just eight largeforms (as compared to the over
forty in Zeltweg) and such bold rapports and analogiesas the repetitionof the gray,
blue, yellow,and red "dragon" in the lower left as a negative cutout that renders
"transparent"the huge curvilinearly contoured shape in the upper right. Although
the "handwriting" in early Circuits such as Zeltweg differed from unit to unit, the
multiplicationof units itself led to an "averagingout" of notationaldifferences,which
reinforced, in turn, those pictures' all-overness. In Zandvoort, however,the dif104
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Nogaro, 4.75x. (1981)
Mixed media on aluminum and fiberglass,
9'7" x 10' x 24" (292.2 x 304.8 x
61 cm)
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Nogaro,4.75x. (Third version, 1984)
Mixed media on etched magnesium,
97" x 10' x 22" (292.1 x 304.8 x
55.9 cm)
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Thruxton, 3x. (1982)
Mixed media on etched magnesium,
6'3" x 7'1" x 15" (190.5 x 215.9 x
38.1 cm)
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Anderstorp, 4.75x. (1981)
Mixed media on etched magnesium,
9'
x 10'3
x 15 (275.7 x 313.6
x 40 cm)

above
Norisring, 4.75x. (1982)
Mixed media on aluminum,
97" x 8'10" x 30" (292.1 x 269.3 x
76.2 cm)

opposite
Jarama, 4.75x. (Second version, 1982)
Mixed media on etched magnesium,
10'6" x 8'4" x 24%" (319.9 x 253.9 x
62.8 cm)

left, top and bottom
Maquette for Pergusa,two views.
(ca. 1981).Foamcore,with pencil and ink,

1/22"

20 x 29% x 5

(52.1x 75.3 x 14cm)

opposite
Pergusa, 4.75x. (1981)
Mixed media on etched magnesium,
8'2" x 10'5" x 28" (249 x 317.5 x
71.1cm)
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ferences in notation from form to form function to distance the units from one Zandvoort,
4.75x. (1981)
another,reinforcingeach one's unique character.That character is further strength- Mixedmediaonetchedmagnesium,
ened by the particular patterns of brush or crayon drawing on each unit in 50gem) X 20
x 315x
Zandvoort, which seem—more than in Stella'searlier reliefs—directly relatedto the
shape of that unit.
In our reproduction of Zandvoort, photographed head-on, it is not at all clear that
a number of its forms are bent back horizontallyat right angles; this characteristicof
the third group of Circuits is somewhatmore evident in the reproductionof Pergusa
(and, more particularly, in the obliquely photographed reproductions of its model
[page 112]).The bending back of planes exemplified by the striped green plane of
Pergusacreated what Stella characterizes as a "box-like" structure for most of the
last Circuits. And although one would hardly recognize it in the finished pieces, this
box-likestructure was, in part, a responseto the Cubist collages and constructions
that engrossed Stella on repeated visits to The Museum of Modern Art's Picasso
retrospectiveof 1980."The boxing of the later Circuits," he recalls,"seemed to me
directly relatedto Cubism. I don't believeit'sany accident that I made the maquettes
for these right after seeing the Picasso show....While I was doing them, I was
terrified that even the painted reliefs of these pieces would have a tremendous
Cubist echo. But in all honesty,I don't think they do."
It is not surprising that Stella'sgloss on Cubism should bear parallelswith collage
as well as constructed relief. After all, the process of cutting out shapes had
suggested some of the same obvious possibilitiesto Picasso;one that he exploited
not infrequently in the 1912-13 collages was the use of the echoing "negative"
shape which remained behind in his newsprintafter he cut out a form. Picassooften
placed the "negative" shape at a certain distance on the surface from the "positive"
one, sometimes changing its orientation,and separating the two by a linear struc
ture that fixed them on different planes in the schematically indicated space. That
Stella does something similar is easier to see in the "serpent" at the bottom of
Pergusa than it was in the "dragon" of Zandvoort. Although the width of the
Flexicurvehas been doubled, it is evident from its contours that it was originally cut
and displaced from the plane below.Less clear in Pergusais the total reciprocity of
both the yellowand red "bird" in the upper left and the green and lavender"whale" in
the center with the striped, folded plane that surrounds them. This relationship is
evident at the top of the "bird" and "whale" forms. But the photograph of the metal
relief does not make clear that the "negative" contours of the "bird" and "whale"
continue on in the horizontalportions of the background plane that has been folded
back to form the box-like picture space. The resultant disjoining of positive and
negative contours veils their relationship in a manner recalling Picasso'sdisplace
ment of newsprint in the 1912-13 collages, where only prolonged looking reveals
certain of the elusive positive-negativerelationships.
Although the morphological battery of the Exotic Birds and Indian Birds derived
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Zoider,
4.75x.(Second
version,
1983)
Mixedmediaonaluminum,
10'8"x 9'4 X 23"(325.1x 285.1x
584cm)

from pre-existing mechanical-drawing templates, it was Stella's feeling that in
enlarging these templates, translating them into another material, and, above all,
painting their surfaces he "made them my own." Many of the shapes in the Circuit
series, however,were Stella's own in a more direct, less appropriative sense. We
have already observed that the later Circuits were increasingly made up of "acci
dental" or "found" shapes taken from elements recuperated from the procedure of
cutting out templates. Some of these were simply taken as is. Others, however,were
actively cut, trimmed, punctured, or otherwise reordered. In this modification pro
cess, Stellaoccasionallyarrived at a shape that spoke to him in a particularlyintense
way, and that he therefore promoted to a more prominent role in his personal
vocabulary.What Stella refers to as the "heart"-shape, on the right of Pergusa, is a
good example of such a "selected-out" shape—as are the forms he describes as
"like a whale" and a "kind of bird" in the same relief."I feel involved with these
shapes," says Stella.
Theymean something special to me. I love the shapes as shapes and, for me, they
havean intrinsic identity and value.I like them in themselvesand don't see themjust
as forms to be manipulated. They're very personal; I like them the way someone
might like his girlfriend'sankle. I distinguishthem fromsome otherformsin the reliefs;
they have something more for me—I can't elaborate it—though I don t expect
anyoneelse to like them in that kind of way.
It must be kept in mind, of course, that Stella'suse of the word "heart" (or "whale"
or "bird") is essentiallya matter of convenience,and that his "heart"-shapeonly very
roughly resembles that on a playing card (its configuration being asymmetrical—
the bottom left contour is concave—and folded to the left of its axis).While Stella
wantsthe viewerto feel free to "associate loosely"to these shapes,to "be relaxed by
them so better to find his or her way into the paintings,"he hopes that the shapes are
speakingto the vieweras shapes, ratherthan in terms of the imagistic symbols he or
others might use as verbal conveniences in referringto them. "It would be wrong,"
says Stella,
simply to say that the Flexicurve on the bottom of Pergusais a snake, or that the
forms above it were a bird, a whale, or a heart. But I like the fact that these shapes
function evocatively.Indeed, you short-circuit that evocativenessprecisely by giving
such shapes too particular an identity. That shuts out lots of other reverberations
which they possess simply as shapes.
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MOSTOF THE CIRCUITSwere executed in 1981and 1982,but a few were delivered
so late from the factory that Stellawas still painting the last ones in 1983and into the
winter of 1983-84. By that time, two subsequent smaller series, the Shards (nine
reliefs)and the South African Mines (nine reliefs),had already been completed, and
Stella was well into a third, the Malta series (twelve reliefs). The Shards and the
South African Mines may be considered together a kind of dual postscript to the
Circuits;the improvisationalaspects of the Mines in particular testify to a relaxation
of the pressure that had been mandated by the methods used in realizing the
Circuits.The Shards and South African Mines depart from the Circuits in opposite
directions,the former reaching a pole of pictoriality among the metal reliefs,and the
unadorned monumentalhigh reliefof the latter marking an extreme,for Stella,in the
direction of the sculptural.
The Shards relax the tension established in the Circuits between literal and
illusionedspace in the direction of the pictorial, largely because of Stella'scomfort
able acceptance, once again, of a regular rectangular picture field. This aspect of
the Shards' form, plus a characteristic new vocabulary element, the pantograph,
were both inherited from the lithographic series of the same name. In this unique
instance,the maquettes for Stella'slarge metal reliefswere made directly from the
drawingsfor the prints (page 120),ratherthan from their own preparatorydrawings.
The lithographs had been called Shards because they were constituted primarily
from the forms of scrap left over in the process of making models; hence, the large
metal reliefsof the same name share with the later Circuits a morphology centered
on residual shapes.
The pantograph, the characteristic new vocabulary element of the Shards, is an
adjustable draftsman'stool resembling a parallelogramwhose contours havebeen
extended. It becomes a signature shape for this series in an evenmore obviousway
than the Flexicurvewas for the Circuits, as witness the immense pantograph that
"reclines" across the front of Shards V (page 121).The pantograph's use as an
enlarginginstrument,says Stella,"implied the idea of juxtaposingthe same shape in
a differentscale—as in the upper right corner of Shards V—which is a theme of this
series."The pantograph thus serves as an emblem as well for the extraordinarysize
of these reliefs, among the largest of the metal reliefs. Stella hastens to say,
however,that he did not aim "at being monumentalor impressive."The Shards, he
says,"seem to me more generous than gigantic." Indeed, they are pictures in which
Stella'sdelight in broad fields of brushworkis self-evident;he recallsvery clearlythat
the impulseto make this series—an impulse he had alreadyfelt in planningthe later
Circuits—was a desire to have "larger individual areas to paint on."
If there is a purely structural counterpart to Stella's pleasure in brushing large
areas improvisationally(in the Shards),it is the improvisationalassemblingof scrap
and miscellaneousfragments found on the factory floor,which wasthe method used
in making the South African Mines."I had created a lot of my own junk,"Stellarecalls,
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"and it just seemed crazy not to use it. It was also tempting to use the scrap because
the shapes are more relaxed,and you avoid all the [preparatory] drawing. I liked the
break in my routine,which had involvedvisits to the factory just to see prepared work
[the enlarged metal reliefs];there was something good about actually working with
everybody there at the factory myself."Stella recalls that in choosing these works'
titles, he very much liked the sounds of the mine names,such as Stilfontein,Western
Deep,Blyvoors,and Welkom,"but also something in the look of the words as well—
their angles and sharpness."The titles were not, in any case, inspired by the political
situation in South Africa, as had been the case with some 1962 titles, such as
Sharpevilleand Cato Manor; which Stella refersto as "my apartheid pictures.""The
SouthAfrican Mines had to do with the theme of machinerydigging and burrowing,
Drawing for Shards V.(ca. 1982)
but their titles also had to do with mining gold," he adds. "Therewas a kind of metal- Felt-tip marker,39% x 45
market madness in America in those years, between the Hunts trying to corner the (101 x 115cm)
silver market and the people running in from Queens,jumping out of the subwayto
pawn their gold necklaces."
Welkom(page 122) is quite clearly Stella'smonumentalparaphrase of Picasso's
relief constructions by way of David Smith'sZig series and certain of his stainlesssteel pieces. But the particular natureof the scrap Stellauses ties it intimatelyto him
through his characteristic morphology.In the plane of the upper right of Welkom, cut
and folded along its diagonal, we recognize a ship curve and other forms no doubt
cut out for one of the Circuits. In this most purely sculptural of Stella'sseries of large
reliefs—which Stella refersto as relatively"purist"—he did not yield to his temptation
to take up the brush.The aluminumscrap is used as found in Welkom, such color as
appears being part of the scrap (for example, the brown at the edge of the plane at
the left, which is the paper filling of a found panel).
Shards V.(Color trial proof, 1982)
Of the three smaller series that separate the Circuits from the Cones and Pillarsof
Mixed media on lithograph,
1984-85, which were Stella'snext major effort, the twelve reliefsof the Malta group
39% x 45
x 115cm)
show him at his most challenging. As in the SouthAfrican Mines,structuralconcerns
remaincentral, though painting now seems informed more by architecture than by
sculpture, and color returnsto play a not insignificant role.The architecturalspirit of
the Malta pieces is embodied in the form of the box frame, out of which almostall the
compositions in the series grow.The box frame is clearly the cohesive element in
Marsaxlokk Bay (page 125), where its etched verticals have been colored con
trastinglywith copper printer'sink."MarsaxlokkBay is typical of certain Malta reliefs
that are borderline kinds of pieces," according to Stella."They're not architecture
and they're not sculpture. Although they have a little bit of both those arts in their
spaces, they still remain painting."The monumental play of interlocking circles of
MelliehaBay (page 124),whose scrap fiberglass discs had originally been blown up
from paper-platemodels for another work, would seem to be entirelyat the opposite
pole from the architectonic spirit of Marsaxlokk Bay. Nevertheless,the principle of
building out from a box frame still obtains. In MelliehaBay however,this architectural
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Shards V, 3 x. (1983)
Mixed media on aluminum,
10' x 11'5" x 32"
(304.8 x 348 x 81.3 cm)

Welkom.(1982)
Unpainted honeycombed aluminum,
8'2" x 7'6" x 64" (249 x 228.7 x
162.6cm)
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MarsamxettHarbour. (1983)
Mixed media on etched aluminum,etched
magnesium, and sheet steel, 9'10" x
9'10" x 35 (299.8 x 299.8 x 89.5 cm)
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above
Mellieha Bay. (1983)
Mixed media on fiberglass, etched
aluminum, etched magnesium, and
sheet steel, 11'6" x 14'5" x 42"
(350.6 x 439.5 x 106.7 cm)
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opposite
Marsaxlokk Bay. (1983)
Mixed media on etched aluminum,
etched magnesium and sheet steel,
11'2" x 9'11 x 51" (340.4 x 303.5 x
129.5cm)

above
Zonqor Point. (1983)
Mixed media on fiberglass, etched aluminum,
etched magnesium, and sheet steel, 9'2" x
10'2" x 66" (279.4 x 309.9 x 167.7cm)
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opposite
St. Michael's Counterguard. (1984)
Mixed media on fiberglass, etched aluminum,
etched magnesium, and sheet steel, 13' x
11'3" x 9' (396.3 x 343 x 274.3 cm)
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elementis much smaller (it can be made out betweenthe two discs), and though its
rectangle is echoed at an angle at the very bottom of the relief,the box frame is
largely obscured by dramatic and semaphoric forms that spill out of it.
The imposing size, architectonic character, and dramatic layouts of the Malta
reliefs reflect the profound impression made by the island of Malta, which Stella
visited in order to see Caravaggio'smonumentalBeheading of St. John the Baptist.
The great flange, perforated by earlier cutouts, which billows up from the center of
Marsaxlokk Bay's rectilinear architecture and terminates in a turquoise and rust
protractor,is almost an abstract evocation of ship sails and flags projecting above
the fortified architecture of Malta'sharbor."There'ssomething very particular about
the making—the building up—of the harbor at Malta,"Stella recalls,"something in
the way these stones are set in the fortifications, in the character of the wharves,the
overallharbor mentalityof the city. Fora time, some special power radiated out from
that island. It was as if some sort of uranium was there, as if they possessed the
power of the pyramids."
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Piayskool
Yard.(Artist's
proof,1983)
Mixedmediaoncastmetalandwood,
32 x 28 x 9 (81.3x 71.2x 22.9cm)
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Diavolozoppo, 4x. (1984)
Mixed media on canvas, etched
magnesium, aluminum, and fiberglass,
11'7/8" x 14'1
x 16 (353.4 x
431.3 x 41 cm)
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Then Came a Stick and Beat the Dog,
Illustrationno. 4 from Illustrationsafter
El Lissitzky'sHad Gadya. (1982-84).
Hand-colored and collaged lithograph,
linoleum block, and silkscreen prints,
52% x 52%" (134.3 x 134 cm)
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El Lissitzky
Then Came a Stick and Beat the Dog,
Illustrationno. 4 from the Had Gadya.
(1919).Lithograph, 11 x 10
x
26 cm)

IN HIS EARLIESTPRINTS,Stella did little more than record the catalogue of his
paintings—in smallerformat.The story of how he transformedhimselfduring the last
fifteen years into one of the country's most innovative printmakers has been told
elsewhere. Nevertheless, any account of his painting must take stock of his
printmaking at certain crucial moments of intersection.We have already seen that
the characteristic etched pattern of the Circuits (and of certain Malta series pieces
made from Circuit scrap, such as MarsaxlokkBay) originatedas the novelelementin
the print series known as Polar Co-ordinates (page 95), which was otherwise
developed from the Saskatchewangroup of Protractorpictures. We havealso seen
that the configurations of the Shards were taken directly from the antecedent print
series.Despitethe fact that their maquetteswereconceived independently,however,
the Cones and Pillars,Stella'smajor series of reliefsof the mid-eighties,are probably
closer in spirit to the prints that anticipated them, the Illustrationsafter El Lissitzky's
Had Gadya, than are any other group of Stella'spaintingsto his printed work.
The Had Gadya prints were begun in 1982 and completed two years later as the
earliest of the Cones and Pillars were being painted; the two years were necessi
tated by the complex methods they entailed: a collaging onto hand-painted sur
faces of shaped paper forms printed lithographically,by linoleumblock, silkscreen,
and rubber relief. The series was inspired by the illustrations El Lissitzky had
executed in 1918-19for the "Had Gadya" (a moralizingfolkloristic song of shtetl life
that is included in the Haggadah, a compilation of texts relating to the Passover
celebration;see p. 40).These illustrationsprovided Stellawith a modelfor a narrative
image so simple, so reduced to essentials, that it could be treated in a virtually
iconic manner—a simplicity that was made possible for Lissitzky,in turn, by the
natureof the text itself: e.g., "Then came a dog and bit the cat"; "Then came a stick
and beat the dog"; "Then came a fire and burnt the stick."
The folkloristic Cubism Lissitzky employed in his Had Gadya—a style that
resembledthe one his compatriot Chagall had been using for some years—could
not, however,have challenged Stella, artistically speaking, as much as other, more
non-figurativeaspects of Lissitzky'swork, such as the "Proun"compositions. The
morphologyof the "Prouns"is largely geometrical and resolutelynon-figurative,and
their execution—much in the spirit of modern architectural renderings (Lissitzky
was himselfa trained architect)—defines schematicallyan "inconsistent"perspectival space (page 135).(By "inconsistent,"I mean that the orthogonalsdo not cohere
to make a single, unified system, as in older perspective; "schematic" refersto the
fact that all graduated modelling—as well as aerial perspective—is suppressed, so
that only the linear orthogonals, in combination with evenly shaded planes, act as
spatial cues.) Stella must certainly have been interested by the manner in which
Lissitzkyemployed his non-figurativevocabulary to narrativeends, as he did in his
1920 book of prints About Two Squares. There, the legend for each image has
something of the same sort of simplicity as the lines of the "Had Gadya" song; the
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Giufa, la luna, i ladri e le guardle, 3.8x . (1984)
Mixed media on canvas, etched
magnesium, aluminum, and fiberglass,
9'TA" x 16'3
x 24" (292.7 x 495.9 x
61 cm)
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Giufa, la luna, i ladri e le guardie, 4 x . (1985)
Mixed media on canvas, etched
magnesium, aluminum, and fiberglass,
10'3
x 16'5" x 27%" (314.4 x
499.4 x 69.6 cm)
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La scienza delta fiacca, 3.5 x. (1984)
Mixed media on canvas, etched
magnesium, aluminum, and fiberglass,
10'4
x lOW x 31 (316.3 x
328.3 x 79.4 cm)
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El Lissitzky
Proun23, No. 6. (1919)
Oil on canvas, 20 x 30

(52 x 77 cm)

El Lissitzky
Drawing for TheyFly Around the Earth
Back and Forth (and) from About Two
Squares in Six Constructions: A
SuprematistStory. (1920).Watercolor
and pencil on cardboard, 10 x 8"
(25.6 x 20.2 cm)

title, for example, of the print for which The Museum of Modern Art owns the
preparatorywatercolor is TheyFly Around the Earth Back and Forth (and).
Stella was seriously engaged by this question of "abstract narrative, as the full
title of the Flad Gadya series suggests; they are very pointedly called "illustrations"
after the Lissitzky work. At the same time, Stella does not seem to have wanted to
illustrateanything in quite so straightforwarda manneras Lissitzkyhad in About Two
Squares. If we search Stella's imagery for symbols of particular narrative compo
nents,a few seem to suggest themselves,but their role is not consistent.The mirrorimage step-likeform, for example, is colored blue when it first appears in the fourth
print, ThenCame a Stick and Beat the Dog (page 131), and turns red in the fifth print,
ThenCame a Fire and Burnt the Stick. If, however,we hypothesizethat it stands for
the "stick,"we are obliged to explain its presence later in Then WaterCame and
Quenched the Fire and Then Came an Ox and Drank the Water.Are we to be so
literal as to imagine it as a burnt stick-in-the-mud?
It is, I think, more profitable to attach less constant and precisevaluesto individual
shapes in Stella'sHad Gadya, but neverthelesssomehowto conceive of the overall
vocabulary of shapes—the cylinders (or pillars),the cones, the "Mickey Mouse,"
the grilles, the wave-form,etc.— as a kind of cast of characters that may be used
interchangeably to act upon one another, to tell a story whose events are more
pictorial than literal. But those pictorial events involve divergences, movements
through space, clashes,fusions, metamorphoses,confrontations,obliterations,and
all mannerof happenings that have a feeling of narrativeaction about them.
What Stella is about here, I think, is an attempt to reclaim for painting as much of
the narrativedrama of older art as is possible within what remainsabstract imagery,
yet to reclaim it more as a way of firing the artist'simaginationthan as a message for
the viewer.We have already seen that in regard to the Exotic Birds, Stella spoke of
the irregular curves as "functioning figuratively."In the Had Gadya and the Cones
and Pillarsthat grow out of them, the dramatis personaeare if anything moredistinct
and variegated. Not that Stella lays out his picture according to a storytellingorder.
Rathera single action, a narrative happening, becomes a stimulusto composing a
picture, which will retain expressively(i.e., pictorially)the residueof that inspiration.
To be sure, the viewer would probably not recognize—or even suspect—such a
particularized narrative source despite the titles the Had Gadya prints come
supplied with; in that sense, the iconography, like the "girlfriend's ankle" Stella
recalled in discussing the Circuits, remains a private association.We cannot but
feel, however,that the richness if not the specificity of these associations comes
through in the finished works.
This reclamation of the inspirational spirit, if not the particulars, of narrative is a
logical extensionof the "maximalist" position Stellahas taken in his "second career."
In place of the kind of questions that propelled sixties abstraction—"How spare can
my art be? How few conventions of painting can I use and still make it good?"—
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II Drago e la cavalllna fatata, 3x . (1985)
Mixed media on etched magnesium,
aluminum, and fiberglass,

10' x 11W
90.2 cm)
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(304.8 x 348.9 x

opposite
Gobba, zoppa e collotorto, 3x. (1985)
Mixed media on etched magnesium,
aluminum, and fiberglass,
11'5" x 10'%" x 34%" (348 x 305.1 x
87.3 cm)
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Stella at work on a Cones and Pillars
piece, 1985

Stellanow reconsidersolder art to see which of its discarded conventionscan again
be made viable. We have seen this result in the creation of a "mixed space" that
fused literal reliefwith purely optical cues and ambiguous fragments of illusionism.
The latter took the form of the "schematic" perspective first visible in the Irregular
Polygonsand developed differently in the PolishVillage series and the Cones and
Pillars themselves; in different ways, artists such as Matisse {The Red Studio),
Picasso, de Chirico, Klee, Leger, and, of course, Lissitzky had anticipated the
recuperation of schematic perspective. We have also seen Stella recuperate the
Malerischkeit of Abstract Expressionism in a forward-looking manner that sub
sumed an interest in graffiti. That Stella should also return to dramatic action was
probably triggered by his interest in the work of older painters, Caravaggio in
particular.Yet the concern for narrative has been widespread in twentieth-century
art as well, despite the fact that its most important generating style, Cubism, was
inherentlyiconic in character. Nevertheless,in Picasso'svirtually unreadable high
Cubist pictures and in some equally unreadable ones of the twenties and thirties,
real-lifeevents and situations inspired the compositions—howeverlittle those stim
uli were visible in the finished work. Picasso'sstrong narrativetendencies did not
disappear entirely, but "went underground," into an essentially symbolic state, in
1909,48prior to returning in force after World War I. In the meantime,however,artists
as different as Leger, Klee, Boccioni, Picabia, and Lissitzky were working toward
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Giufa e la statua di gesso, 3.8x . (1985)
Mixed media on canvas, etched
magnesium, aluminum, and fiberglass,
10'2
x 13'3%" x 26%" (311.2 x
404.8 x 67 cm)

page 140
Salta nel mio sacco!, 3.8x . (1985)
Mixed media on etched magnesium,
aluminum, and fiberglass,
13'2%" x 10'11 x 15%" (420.3 x
335 x 40.3 cm)

page 141
Lo sciocco senza paura, 3.8 x . (1985)
Mixed media on etched magnesium,
aluminum, and fiberglass,
10'6" x 9' 9%" x 20%" (320 x 299.1 x
52.7 cm)
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their own accommodations of abstract forms and narrativevalues.
Stella had been especially drawn to Lissitzky'sillustrationsfor the "Had Gadya"
song "because they were beautifully done, very simple and very graphic."
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Thisstory was so simple—such lines as "The stick beat the dog"— that the text is
alreadyin itself very close to being abstract. Youknow the stick has to havesomeone
behind it, but it's being abstracted, separated out and given a life of its own. It would
be easyjust to draw a narrow rectangle and a conventionalrectangle and identify
them as stick and dog.
This would have been in line, of course, with what Lissitzky did in About Two
Squares.But in his Had Gadya, Stella was inspired even more directly—at least as
regards morphology— by some diagrammatic drawings in a late nineteenth-cen
tury architectural treatise on stonecutting given him by his friend and dealer John
Kasmin. Some of the plates in Louis Monduit's Traitetheorique et pratique de la
stereotomieillustrate in schematic perspectival form with linear shading the kind of
interpenetrationof regular solids that Stella developed further in his Had Gadya.
THECONESAND PILLARS,the forty-eight metal reliefsdeveloped in the same style
as Stella's Had Gadya prints, were given titles from the Italian Folktales of Italo
Detail of Some Penetrationsof Solids, from
Calvino,whom Stella met in connection with the Norton lectures.These story titles Louis Monduit, Traitetheorique et pratique
were chosen after the fact (the reliefs having been composed before the titles de la stereotomie.(n.d.)
were assigned) but they were picked "for a certain appropriateness,"and in some
cases because they seemed to echo a narrative implication that Stella felt in the
picture."The Cones and Pillars have a blunt, primitive quality to them as paintings,"
says Stella.
Theyhave very much the spirit of the well-told folktale. Theyare very active, they're
very fantasy-like,and they're very simple—even brutal—in the way that fairy tales
are....I had the feeling that with a little bit of mental jockeying their forms could
representthings. It wasn'thard to imagine them being a cat or a person.

/a"
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The Cones and Pillars deliver a greater impressionof movementthrough space,
of a dramatic pictorial happening, than do the Had Gadya prints, not only because
of their large size, but because their oblique movement— suggested in schematic
perspectival fashion by the orthogonals of such forms as the cones— is reinforced
by the actual obliqueness of those metal planes in relationto the supporting wall.
Indeed, among the very last pictures in the series are some in which Stella has
relieved the cone and pillar forms almost three-dimensionally (page 146). The Femand Leger
Mechanical Elements. (1918-23)
intersectionof the large forms in the Cones and Pillarsrepresentsyet another gloss Oil on canvas, 6'11" x 65
on those seminal pictures of the sixties, the Irregular Polygons.But the force with (211 x 167.5 cm)
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La vecchia dell'orto, 3x. (1986)
Mixed media on etched magnesium,
aluminum, and fiberglass,
107" x 12'8
x 42 (322.6 x 388 x
107.3cm)
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which the giant cylinders and cones impact upon one another and upon the more
irregular forms in the reliefs also recalls monumentalworks by Leger (such as the
Basel Kunstmuseum'sMechanical Elements [page 142], which Stella knows and
admires).Leger'sforms differ,however,in often having a descriptive volume;that is,
their relief is suggested by graduated modelling. In the end, what separates the
Conesand Pillarsnot only from both Leger and Lissitzkybut from Stella'sown earlier
work as well is the encounter within them of two polar styles of execution, the
painterly and the precise (or "hard-edge"). While a comparable simultaneity of
manners was deployed successfully on occasion by Picasso, it is a rare thing in
painting, and not at all easy to bring off. Yet half the drama of a picture such as
Diavolozoppo(page 130)would be lost if the yellow and blue areas on the right did
not contrast in their surface character as well as in their shapes with the pink form
and the areas described linearly.
The pictorial drama of the shaped metal cutouts in the Cones and Pillars is
enacted against a rectangular canvas "background" that Stella paints first. As
already in the case of the grounds of the Exotic Birds, the colors of the ground
become a major determinant of the palette of the rest of the picture. "It's the most
demanding part," says Stella."It has to be strong enough to carry in relationto the
other forms, but it can't get in the way of their action." These canvas rectangles,
which Stella decided to replace by aluminum ones for the last third or so of the
series,havesome graffiti-like linear brush-drawing but are mostly painted in a loose
and soft manner; in the improvisational and lyrical ground of Lo sciocco senza
paura (page 141),for example, there are echoes of the painterlinessof the later de
Kooning. The background of the densely compacted La vecchia dell'orto (page
143) is more cursive and contrasty; its large size also virtually encompasses the
action of the other forms—which is true of manyof the laterworks in the series. In the
earliest—as in the two versions of Giufa, la luna, i ladri e le guardie (pages 132,
133)—the ground is so small relativeto the action of the other forms that it fails to
distinguish itself from them.
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Loomings, 3x. (1986)
Mixed media on etched magnesium and
aluminum, H'lOVe" x 13'6
x 44"
(361 x 412.8 x 111.8cm)
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Benecomensale,3x . (1987)

STELLA'SCOLOR in the metal reliefs, like that of most American painting, owes

?5^"
61%"
(226.7x 237.8x 156.9cm)

more t0 the P
P
the French tradition than to that of European
Expressionism,which built its color chords on secondary and tertiary hues. Yet
within this framework,depending on the series, he will incline in differentdirections.
There are unexpected consonances and dissonances, some involving highly
artificial, neon-likehues (anticipated in Stella'searly work by his Day-Glopalette) or
deliberately "bad-taste" colors, others at the edge of the arbitrary. Indeed, Stella's
method invites a certain serendipitousness in the color. From the moment he
conceives his reliefs, he has a general idea of what will be the range and character
of their color. "By the time you're trying out more chancy things you're already
working in a key that has been established,"Stellaobserves."I start out with a whole
set of combinations at hand. There'sthe pink-orange-brownvariation,or maybe I'll
go with the gray-violet-black combo." But insofar as the colors are mixed and the
individual units of the large reliefs painted while they are on the studio floor, Stella
does not have available the constant reference to the work as a whole which is
normalfor easel painting.Tothe extentthat his mentalimage of the waythe colors go
together may be imperfect, there enters into the execution, at least on the first goround,a certain aleatoriness,which no doubt accounts for some of the freshnessof
his color.Whenthe painted reliefsare put together,some seem right to Stella,others
wanting.When he first began the metal reliefs,he expected the reworkingof color to
account for about a third of his time; in the event,it has worked out to be only about
half what he expected. Nevertheless,he may keep a picture on the wall for weeks
just reworkingthe color of one metal panel.
No color choice can be truly aleatory,of course, becausethe painterdoes not—in
fact, could not—entirely relinquishhis imaginativeengagement;even if only uncon
sciously,Stella'scolors are indeed chosen. Nevertheless,to the extent that he may
momentarilyforget just where in the configurationa certain panel sits, or what colors
its neighbors are, a margin of accidentality enters in. Stella considers this a suf
ficiently important stimulus that he has sometimes exaggerated its role, and has
had to recant:
The color is nowhere as arbitrary as I've occasionally said. It'sjust that I don't pay
much attention to the colors because, in a sense, I already know what I'm going to
do. I imagine that all artists, after working for a while, get into practice—something
like a surgeon. Then you sort of do it automatically.. .. Sometimesthe picture gets
hung up and you say to yourself,"The only way out of this is red" but you probably
somehowknew that beforeyou started. Yetyou may say to yourself,"I'mjust not going
to end up with red there" so you search for a variationor another way out of the
problem. Often the solution is in the tone—a question of finding a more interesting
red than any of the ones you usually use. Youhope that you get something a little
better,that your reaction is such that you go beyond your abilities.
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Twoviews of Stella'sstudio, with paper
maquettes for an as yet unnamed series,
1986
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page150
TheLamp,3x. (1987)
Mixed media on cast and
fabricated
aluminum,
8'8 x 6'3 x 711/2"
(246.8x 191.8x 181.7
cm)

AS THIS MONOGRAPHwas being written, Stellawas at work on eleven reliefsthat
constitutethe qroup of pictures entitled Waves;we havebeen able to include one of
.
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the earliest large reliefs,Loommgs (page 145),in the exhibition.The wave-likeform,
which already played a certain role in the Had Gadya prints, has become more
important here (and becomes the central morphological element in a group of fifty
pictures in another,as yet unnamed series, for which Stella is now executing paper
models).Loomings suggests that the overall painterlinessand, above all, the high
color that havecharacterized most of Stella'swork since the Exotic Birds are again, if
only temporarily,in suspension.
Standing amid the dozens of paper models that representthe second group of
new paintings (page 148) during a recent visit to Stella'sstudio, I could not but be
overwhelmed by the sheer profusion of his ideas, and the immense outpouring of
energy on which they ride. At fifty-one, Stella seems to me even more inspired, and
to be living more dangerously, than at thirty-three, his age at the time of his first
Museum of Modern Art retrospective.The catalogue of that exhibition ended with
the observation that Stella's "endurance faces many challenges, not the least of
which is the quality of his own past." In the interim,he has more than met that test.
Indeed, though it smacks of comparing apples and oranges, I would consider that
the best of the metal reliefsof recent years are superiorevento the f inest paintingsof
the early sixties.And with the prospect of decades of developmentlying ahead, one
can imagine that there is still greater and more unexpected work yet to come.
Certainly no painter has ever committed himself more completely in the quest to
"make it better."
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13 Ibid.

All comments by Stella for which no source is given are from conversa
tions with the author taped in 1981 and 1985-87; some were subse
quently edited by the artist.

14 Ibid., p. 44; italics mine.

1 Transcript of interviews with Frank Stella by Caroline Jones. The
typescript of these discussions—which involved some questionand-answer material with students at the Fogg Art Museum,
Harvard University,in relation to works exhibited there (see Chro
nology, 1983)—was generously put at my disposal by Ms. Jones.
Small segments of it appeared in edited form in "Spaces and the
Enterprise of Painting," Harvard Magazine (Cambridge, Mass.),
May-June 1984, pp. 44-51. Stella has felt free to revise any
unpublished passages of the typescript used herein.
2 Ibid.
3 Ibid.
4 Rothko considered Pollock'sbrief return to all-overabstract paint
ing in 1952-53 as a "retrieval,"a returnto a kind of work that was on
the right track, historically. He spoke to me of Jasper Johns's
subsequent use of flags, numbers, and lettersas motifs as a kind of
regression, which he was sure was swimming against the tide of
non-figurative painting that was by then firmly established, if not
inevitable. There was about these opinions a vestige of historical
determinism, perhaps carried over from Rothko'searlier political
thinking.
5 Robert Rosenblum, "Stella's Third Dimension," Vanity Fair (New
York),Nov.1983, p. 88.
6 Interview by Bruce Glaser with Stella and Donald Judd broadcast
by WBAI-FM, New York, February 1964, under the title "New
Nihilismor New Art?"; published as "Questionsto Stellaand Judd,"
ed. by Lucy R. Lippard, Art News (New York), Sept. 1966, pp.
55-61.
7 Hilton Kramer, "The Crisis in Abstract Art" (review of Working
Space, by Frank Stella), Atlantic Monthly (Boston),Oct. 1986, pp.
96-97.
8 See Dora Vallier,"Braque, la peinture et nous: Propos de I'artiste
recueillis,"Cahiers d'art (Paris),Oct. 1954, pp. 13-24, and William
Rubin, "Cezannisme and the Beginnings of Cubism,"in Cezanne:
The Late Work,catalogue of an exhibition held at The Museum of
Modern Art, New York,October 7, 1977-January 3, 1978.
9 Picasso'sonly sculpture in the round during these years was not a
construction. Glassof Absinth (1914)was modelled in clay and cast
in an edition of six differently painted and finished bronzes.

15 D.-H. Kahnweiler told me (ca. 1952) that, while Picasso's neoclassicism was popular with collectors, some amateurs of Cubism
never bought these works, and a few of them felt absolutely
deceived by Picasso'snew "dual track" approach.
16 The dark trapezium in the upper left of the Malevich drawing
illustratedon page 34 is a case in point. Whilethis form can be read
as a trapezium situated parallel to the picture plane, and hence flat,
it can also be read as a rectangle tilted down and away from the
picture plane. The narrowing of the orthogonals of both the shorter
and longer sides in this reading are spatial cues that are not fully
illusionistic (i.e., only "schematic") because they are not accom
panied by changes in the shading of the plane, or by the effect of
aerial perspective.
17 Philip Leider, Stella Since 1970,catalogue of an exhibition held at
The Fort Worth Art Museum, March 19—
April 30, 1978,p. 11.
18 In three instances, Mogielnica IV (page 27), Nasielsk IV (page 33),
and Bechhofen IV, Stellaalso executed full-size unpaintedwooden
versions,and in the case of Kamionka Strumitowa,a FourthVersion
of the configuration set the composition in a rectangular picture
field (page 30).
The systematic division of the Polish pictures into three types,
distinguished by the degree and angle of their relief, was not
instituted until after thirteen compositions of the series had been
painted, some of them in more than one version. Consequently,as
for example in the case of Chodorow II (page 11),the Second
Version might not involvethe high-relief materials that distinguish
versions marked II later in the series. Chodorow II differs from
Chodorow I only in color.
19 StellaSince 1970,op. cit., pp. 93-94.
20 This "down-spill" type of composition, as in Kandinsky's Black
Lines (1913),was a development of ideas present in Cezanne, in
particular in some watercolorsthat Kandinsky highly valued.
21 Stella Since 1970,op. cit., p. 95; emphasis Malevich's.
22 Maria and Kazimierz Piechotka, Wooden Synagogues (Warsaw:
Arkady, 1959).
23 Carolyn Cohen, Frank Stella: Polish Wooden Synagogues—Con
structions from the 1970s,brochure catalogue of an exhibition held
at The Jewish Museum, New York,February10-May 1,1983,p. 4.
24 Ibid.

10 Jones, unpublished transcript; see above, note 1.

25 Stella Since 1970,op. cit., p. 102.

11 Rosalind Krauss, "Stella's New Work and the Problem of Series,"
Artforum (New York),Dec. 1971,pp. 40-44.

26 Ibid., p. 103.

12 Ibid., p. 41.

27 The exceptions are the pictures executed in black, white, and gray,
such as Sight Gag (page 53).
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28 The critic and art historian Michael Fried had for many years been
one of Stella's close friends and admirers. His writing on Stella in
Three American Painters: Kenneth Noland, Jules Olitski, Frank
Stella (catalogue of an exhibition held at the Fogg Art Museum,
Harvard University,April 21-May 30, 1965)and his articles "Shape
as Form: Frank Stella's New Paintings" (Artforum [Los Angeles],
Nov. 1966, pp. 18-27) and "Art and Objecthood" (Artforum [Los
Angeles], June 1967, pp. 116-17) were fundamental to the liter
ature on Stella during the 1960s. In the early 1970s, Fried was
preparing a book on Diderot and eighteenth-centuryFrench paint
ing (Absorption and Theatricality:Paintingand Beholderin the Age
of Diderot [Berkeley,1980]).During this time his relationswith Stella
became less close.
29 The terms French curve and irregular curve are often used inter
changeably in mechanical drawing, to denote the entire category
of curves of which railroad, aircraft, and ship curves are sub
categories. In the present discussion, however, I have followed
Stella'spractice and used French curve to refer only to the familiar
clef-like forms.
30 "Stella'sThird Dimension,"op. cit., p. 93.
31 Under the colors of Magenta Stables.
32 "Stella'sThird Dimension,"op. cit., p. 92.
33 Jones, unpublished transcript; see above, note 1.
34 Ibid.
35 FrankStella, WorkingSpace (Cambridge, Mass., 1986),p. 10.
36 Frank Stella, "On Caravaggio,"New YorkTimesMagazine, Feb. 3,
1985,p. 71.
37 "Stella'sThird Dimension,"op. cit., p. 93.
38 WorkingSpace, op. cit., pp. 11, 12.
39 Ibid, p.11.
40 Jones, unpublished transcript; see above, note 1.
41 "On Caravaggio,"op. cit., p. 39.
42 See Richard H. Axsom, The Prints of Frank Stella: A Catalogue
Raisonne,1967-1982 (New York,1983),cat. nos. 119-28.
43 During the years 1982-84, Stella also executed a series of nine
small reliefs that incorporated found objects. These works, known
as the Playskool series, were replicated in tinted bronze in an
edition of five of each relief.PlayskoolYard(1983)from this series is
illustratedon page 129.
44 The five Shards configurations were realized in seven large reliefs
of 3x size (two of the configurations were repeated). In addition,
two configurations were realized in mammoth size (4.75x), mea
suring nearly 17x15 feet (515.6x 457.2 cm). The sense of size of
the Shards is greater than their outer dimensions might suggest—
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as compared, for example, to the Cones and Pillars—inasmuch
as the entire pictorial rectangle defined by those dimensions is
filled in.
45 Jones, unpublished transcript; see above, note 1.
46 ThePrints of Frank Stella, op. cit.
47 "Mickey Mouse" is Stella'snickname for a stencil-liketool for draw
ing circles of differentsizes. He came upon it in a store in Zeltweg. It
is visible, for example, in the upper left of the print that constitutes
the "back cover" of Stella's Had Gadya, and (in negative) in the
lower center of Silverstone(page 94).
48 See William Rubin, "From Narrative to 'Iconic' in Picasso: The
Buried Allegory in Bread and Fruitdish on a Tableand the Role of
Les DemoisellesdAvignoni' TheArt Bulletin (NewYork),Dec. 1983,
pp. 617-49.
49 In his conversation with Caroline Jones (unpublished transcript;
see above, note 1), Stella suggested that as he painted different
dismounted parts of his metal reliefs, he didn't know which sec
tions he was painting. This brought the intended reaction: Jones
was "shocked."
50 William Rubin, Frank Stella, catalogue of an exhibition held at The
Museumof Modern Art, New York,March 26-May 31, 1970,p. 149.

Chronology

1970-1987
Compiled by Diane Farynykand PaulaPelosi
A chronology through 1969 is included in the companion volume,
Frank Stella by William Rubin, published by The Museum of Modern
Art in 1970 (see Selected Bibliography). Detailed chronologies are
also included in Lawrence Rubin, Frank Stella: Paintings 1958 to
1965—A Catalogue Raisonne and Richard H. Axsom, The Prints of
Frank Stella:A Catalogue Raisonne, 1967-1982.
In the chronology below, within the entries for each year Frank
Stella's paintings and reliefs are listed first. All gallery exhibitions
included are one-man exhibitions, unless otherwise indicated. Cata
logues noted within the listings for one-man exhibitions at museums
are cited in full in the Selected Bibliography.

1970
ContinuesSaskatchewanseries.
Continues Protractorseries.
Completes Newfoundland series.
January.Begins Aluminum series and Copper series of prints (corre
sponding to the 1960-61 painting series of the same names) at
Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles; published in June and September.
Exhibitionat Galerie Renee Ziegler,Zurich.
March. Retrospective exhibition Frank Stella, directed by William
Rubin, at The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Exhibition subse
quently travels to the Flayward Gallery, London; Stedelijk Museum,
Amsterdam; Norton Simon Museum, Pasadena; and Art Gallery of
Ontario,Toronto,through May 1971.(Catalogue)
May. Included in exhibition American Art Since 1960.at The Art
Museum,Princeton University,Princeton,New Jersey.
July. Begins Newfoundland series of prints (corresponding to
1969-70 painting series of the same name) at Gemini G.E.L., Los
Angeles; published in February1971.
Included in exhibition L'Art vivant aux Etats-Unis at Fondation
Maeght, Paris.
October.Travelsto London and Amsterdam.
Fall. During hospital stay, makes drawings for what will become the
PolishVillage series.

January. Included in exhibition Kelly, Lichtenstein, Stella at Galerie
Buren, Stockholm.
February.Begins Benjamin Moore series of prints (corresponding to
1961painting series of the same title) at Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles;
published in June.
Included in exhibition TheStructureof Color at the Whitney Museum
of American Art, New York.
March.Visits Brazil.
June. Included in exhibition American Painting Since World WarII at
the DelawareArt Museum, Wilmington.
August. Salmonfishing in Labrador with his father.
September. Included in exhibition Amerikansk Kunst 1950-1970 at
the Louisiana Cultural Centre and Museum of Contemporary Art,
Humlebaek,Denmark.
October. Work from Polish Village series shown at Kasmin Gallery,
London, and Lawrence Rubin Gallery,New York.
Travelsto Parisand London.
November.Included in exhibition Formenund Strukturender Farbe at
Galerie Hans Strelow,Dusseldorf.

1972
Continues Polish Village series, using corrugated cardboard to
produce high-relief works.
February.Begins Purple series of prints (corresponding to 1963paint
ing series of the same name) at Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles; pub
lished in May.
April. Begins Multicolored Squares series of prints (corresponding to
the 1962-63 painting series Concentric Squares and Mitered Mazes)
at PetersburgPress,New York; published in September.
August. Travelsto Parisand Nice.
September. Included in exhibition American Art Since 1945 at the
Philadelphia Museum of Art, a loan exhibition from The Museum of
Modern Art, New York.
October.Travelsto London.
November. Included in exhibition Recent American Painting and
Sculpture in the Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Albright-Knox Art Gallery,
Buffalo, New York.

1973
Completes PolishVillage series.

1971
Completes Saskatchewanseries.
Completes Protractorseries with largest pictures of the series.
Begins PolishVillage series, large-scale collage-reliefs.Titles—e.g.,
Odelsk, Felsztyn—referto seventeenth-,eighteenth-, and nineteenthcentury synagogues in Polanddestroyed by the Nazis.
Exhibitionat Irving Blum Gallery,Los Angeles.

Exhibitionat Irving Blum Gallery,Los Angeles.
January.Work from PolishVillage series shown at Leo Castelli Gallery,
New York.
Included in 1973Biennial Exhibition:ContemporaryAmerican Art at
the Whitney Museum of American Art, New York.
August. Travelsto London, Geneva, and Lisbon.
October. Begins work on print Tetuan III (related to the Moroccan
paintings of 1964)at Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, one of twelve prints
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by twelveartists in the portfolio For Meyer Schapiro, published in 1974
to raisefunds to endow a chair in honor of ProfessorMeyerSchapiro at
Columbia University.
November.Work from PolishVillage series shown in exhibition Frank
Stellaat The Phillips Collection, Washington,D.C.,and in exhibition at
Knoedler Gallery,New York.
1974
Paints Diderot series, the largest of his Concentric Square pictures.
Most titles—e.g., Bijoux Indlscrets, Le Neveu de Rameau— refer to
works by the encyclopedist; exceptions—e.g., Sight Gag—are works
executed in black, white, and gray.
Begins drawings and maquettes for Brazilian series. Titles—e.g.,
Grajau, Leblon— refer to areas in and around Rio de Janeiro. Begins
working with the Swan EngravingCompany,Bridgeport, Connecticut,
on the etching of the metal reliefs in this series. In the fall, begins
painting the reliefs;completes a few of them beforethe end of the year.
January. Included in exhibition The Great Decade of American
Abstraction: Modernist Art 1960-1970 at The Museum of Fine Arts,
Houston.
June. Eccentric Polygon prints (related to Irregular Polygonpaintings
of 1965-67) published by Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles.
Receiveshonorary degree from the MinneapolisCollege of Art and
Design.
July.Travelsto Italy,including Genoa and Milan, and to Germany.
August. Begins work on Paper Reliefsseries (compositions based on
the Polish Village series), his first project with Tyler Graphics Ltd.,
Bedford, New York; published in November 1975.

Island rail—are names of endangered or extinct birds. Industrial
fabrication of reliefs, in sizes 3 and 5.5 times that of the maquettes,
proves a lengthy process; four more years are required to complete
the series.
January. Work from Brazilian series shown at Andre Emmerich
Gallery,Zurich.
Travelsto London and Paris.
Included in exhibition TwentiethCentury American Drawing: Three
Avant-GardeGenerations at The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum,
NewYork;exhibition subsequently shown at the Staatliche Kunsthalle
Baden-Badenand the Kunsthalle Bremen,through August.
March. Travels to Florida Everglades with his future wife, Harriet
McGurk,for bird-watching, a new interestthat prompts the titling of the
Exotic Bird series.
Exhibition Frank Stella: Neue Reliefbilder—Bilder und Graphik at
KunsthalleBasel. (Catalogue)
April. Meets Sam Posey,factory driver for BMW and racing commen
tator,who brings a model of a BMW to New Yorkfor Stella'sdesign. Car
is then painted in Munich by BMW.

1975
Completes Brazilian series.
January.Daughter Laura born to Shirley De Lemos Wyse.
April. Petersburg Press installs a lithography press on the first floor of
Stella'sManhattan home.
May. Work from Brazilian series shown at Leo Castelli Gallery, New
York.
In California, purchases an elaborate set of ship curves (mechan
ical-drawing templates) as birthday present for himself. Later adds
railroadcurves and French curves to his collection of templates; uses
them to execute preparatory drawings upon which maquettes and
metal reliefsof the series called Exotic Birds will be based.
October.Travelsto London, Paris,and Germany.
Workfrom Brazilian series shown at Galerie Daniel Templon,Paris.
1976
Begins Exotic Birds, painted honeycombed aluminum reliefs based
on draftsman's templates. Titles—e.g., Brazilian merganser, Wake
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Stella, Herve Poulin(race driver),and Jochen Neerpasch (BMW
executive and former race driver) with a racing car painted with
Stella'sdesign, ca. 1976
June. The BMW painted with Stella's design is driven at Le Mans by
PeterGregg and Brian Redman.
Fall. In Dijon race, Ronnie Peterson drives the BMW painted with
Stella'sdesign.
October.Visits Paris;sees Centre Pompidou under construction.
Workfrom Exotic Bird series shown at Knoedler Gallery,New York.

November.Begins work on Exotic Bird prints (related to graph-paper
drawings for Exotic Bird reliefs) at Tyler Graphics Ltd., Bedford, New
York;published in October 1977.
Exhibition Frank Stella: The Black Paintings, directed by Brenda
Richardson, at The Baltimore Museum of Art reunites most of the
Black series of 1958-60. (Catalogue)
December.Begins Hand-Colored Screenprints (related to Exotic Bird
paintings) at Tyler Graphics Ltd., Bedford, New York; published in
September 1979.
Exhibition Frank Stella: An Historical Selection at David Mirvish
Gallery,Toronto.
1977
Continues painting Exotic Bird series of metal reliefs and making
Exotic Bird prints.
February.Exhibition Frank Stella: Metal Reliefs from the Year1976 at
Hans Strelowand Rudolf Zwirner Gallery,Cologne.
Spring.Travelsto Germany for auto races at Nurburgring; first meets
drivers Ronnie Petersonand PeterGregg.
Travelsto London.
April.Included in exhibition Art Off the Picture Press:Tyler Graphics
Ltd. at Hofstra University,Hempstead, New York.
Retrospective exhibition Frank Stella: INerke 1958-1976 at
Kunsthalle Bielefeld, Federal Republic of Germany; exhibition
shown at KunsthalleTubingen, Federal Republic of Germany,June.
(Catalogue)
Work from the Exotic Bird series shown in exhibition Frank Stella:
Aluminum Reliefs 1976—77at the Museum of Modern Art, Oxford;
exhibition shown at the Fruit Market Gallery,Edinburgh,through June.
September.Sinjerli Variations prints (related to Protractor paintings)
published by PetersburgPress,New York.
Included in exhibition A View of a Decade at the Museum of
ContemporaryArt, Chicago.
October.Makes the maquettes for the Indian Bird series of reliefs
during stay at Ahmedabad, India, as guest of the Sarabhai family. In
the absence of Foamcore, Stella cuts the maquette forms from
discarded sheets of misprinted tin originally intended for soft-drink
and food cans. Titles— e.g., Shama, KastOra— refer to birds found in
the subcontinent. The maquettes are later given to The Museum of
Modern Art, New York.
November.ExhibitionFrankStella:Paintingsand RecentPrintsat John
Berggruen Gallery,San Francisco.
December.Exhibition Frank Stella: Paintings, Drawings, and Prints,
1959-1977 at Knoedler Gallery,London.
1978
Continues Exotic Bird series of metal reliefs.
Begins painting 5.5x enlargements of Indian Bird maquettes.

Stella with Harriet McGurk in Ahmedabad, India, 1977
February.In Florida for Daytona 24 Hours race, with Jochen Neerpasch, head of BMWMotorSport Division,and RonniePeterson,driver.
Marries Harriet McGurk in New York.
Included in exhibition Between Sculpture and Painting at the
WorcesterArt Museum.
March. Exhibition Stella Since 1970, directed by Anne Livet in
collaboration with Philip Leider (who writes the catalogue) at The Fort
Worth Art Museum; includes work from the Polish, Brazilian, and
Exotic Bird series. Exhibition travels to Newport Harbor Art Museum,
Newport Beach, California; The Montreal Museum of Fine Arts; The
VancouverArt Gallery; The Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington,D.C.;
Mississippi Museum of Art, Jackson; The Denver Art Museum; The
MinneapolisInstituteof Arts; and Des MoinesArt Center,through April
1980.(Catalogue)
Spring.Begins work at PetersburgPress,New York,on print seriesthat
will become the PolarCo-ordinates for Ronnie Peterson;published in
June 1980.
Travelsto London, Munich, Rome (Vallelungaracetrack) and Basel
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with Harriet McGurk.
Summer. Travels with BMW Formula II racing-team charter from
Munich to Sicily (Pergusa racetrack).
August. Exhibition at Galerie Valeur,Nagoya, Japan.
September.Travelswith Harriet McGurk and PeterGregg from Milanto
Bellagio and attends Monza Grand Prix. In the race, their friend
RonniePetersoncrashes and later dies.
1979
Continues Exotic Bird series.
Completes Indian Bird series.
January.Exhibition Indian Birds: Painted Metal Reliefs at Leo Castelli
Gallery,New York.
February. Receives Claude Moore Fuess Award "for distinguished
contribution to public service" from Phillips Academy, Andover,
Massachusetts.
March.ExhibitionFrank Stella: TheIndian Bird Maquettes, directed by
WilliamRubin, at The Museum of Modern Art, New York.
May.Travelsto Basel for preparations for his 1980 drawing exhibition
there.
Exhibition Frank Stella: Metallic Reliefs at Rose Art Museum,
Brandeis University,Waltham, Massachusetts.
June.Travelsto London for meeting with Jody Scheckter,president of
Formula I drivers' association, to discuss establishing protocol for
trauma treatment at hospitals serving racetracks.
July.Death of Stella'sfather.
Travelsto Daytona to see PeterGregg and Hurley Haywood drive in
the PaulRevererace. All three then attend race at WatkinsGlen, New
York.
August.Travelsto Germany.
October. Accepts invitation from President Jimmy Carter to a
campaign-related dinner at the White House.
Included in exhibition Shaped Paintings at the Visual Arts Gallery,
School of Visual Arts, New York.
November.Makes design for BMW race car for PeterGregg; goes to
Daytonawith Gregg for races.
1980
Completes Exotic Bird series.
February.Included in exhibition Printed Art: A Viewof TwoDecades at
The Museum of Modern Art, New York.
May. Exhibition Frank Stella: Peintures 1970-1979 at Centre d'Arts
PlastiquesContemporains de Bordeaux. (Catalogue)
Included in exhibition The Fifties: Aspects of Paintingin New Yorkat
the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, Smithsonian
Institution,Washington,D.C.
Exhibition Frank Stella: Working Drawings/Zeichnungen 19561970, directed by Christian Geelhaar, at Kunstmuseum Basel.
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(Catalogue)
Repeated visits to Pablo Picasso: A Retrospectiveat The Museum
of Modern Art, New York,through September.
June.Travelsto Paris.
Begins drawings and Foamcore maquettes for the Circuit series,
which he later calls the "longest and most concentrated streakof work
that I've ever had." The titles—e.g., Talladega,Pergusa, Imola—are
names of internationalauto racetracks.
Summer. Peter Gregg and Stella survive auto crash en route to Le
Mans.
August. Fabrication begins of aluminum and magnesium reliefs for
Circuits, 3x and 4.75 x enlargements of the maquettes. Small
aluminumversions (each about 1,25x ) are also produced.
Included in exhibition ThreeDimensionalPaintingat the Museumof
ContemporaryArt, Chicago.
Exhibition of drawings for Polar Co-ordinates prints at Akira Ikeda
Gallery,Nagoya, Japan.
September.At Swan EngravingCompany,Bridgeport, Connecticut,to
etch metal plates for Circuits reliefs. The incised parabolic pattern is
derived from PolarCo-ordinates prints.
October.Begins work on Shards prints at PetersburgPress,New York.
Title refers to derivation of the works' forms from scrap left over in the
process of making models. Printsare published in June 1982.
December.PeterGregg commits suicide.
Stella works with Tyler Graphics Ltd., Bedford, New York, on his
first intaglio/relief prints for Circuit series, evolved from the Circuit
paintings.
1981
Continues Circuit series of paintings and prints.
January.Travelsto Zurich, St.-Moritz,Moscow,Leningrad, Stockholm,
Paris,and London.
Included in exhibition A New Spirit in Paintingat the RoyalAcademy
of Arts, London.
March.Travelsto Corpus Christi for bird-watching.
April. Receives Medal for Painting of the Skowhegan School for
Paintingand Sculpture, Skowhegan, Maine.
May. At Tyler Graphics, Bedford, New York, begins work on Swan
Engravings series, named for the Swan Engraving Company and
related to the patterns of saw cuts in the Circuit series reliefs;
published in September 1982.
Travels to Israel; receives Honorary Fellowship from Bezalel
Academy of Arts and Design, Jerusalem.
ToursEgypt.
Makesfirst visit to Venice.
June. Exhibition Frank Stella: Works—Paintings, Drawings, and
Maquettes at Akira Ikeda Gallery, Nagoya, Japan.
Travelsto Dusseldorf.
October. Work from Circuit series shown in exhibition Frank Stella:
Metal Reliefsat Knoedler Gallery,New York.
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November. Exhibition Frank Stella's Polar Co-ordinates for Ronnie
Peterson,organized by The Museumof Modern Art, New York,shown
at the University of Arizona Museum of Art, Tucson. Subsequently
shown at The William Benton Museum of Art, University of
Connecticut, Storrs; Glenbow Museum, Calgary; Art Gallery of
Hamilton, Ontario; Madison Art Center,Wisconsin; and The Museum
of Modern Art, New York,through January 1983.
December.Work from Circuit series shown in exhibition Frank Stella:
New Workat Galerie Hans Strelow,Dusseldorf.

1982
ContinuesCircuit series of paintings and prints.
Begins Shards series of reliefs, based directly on compositions of
Shards prints; series includes two giant variants: Shards III, 4.75x
(16'11" x 15' x 40" [515.6 x 457.2 x 101.6 cm]) and Shards IV,
4.75x (15' x 16'11" x 40" [457.2 x 515.6 x 101.6cm]).
From metal scrap found on factory floor, improvisationallyexecutes
high reliefs,mostly unpainted, known as South African Mines.Titles—
e.g., Blyvoors, Welkom,WesternDeep—are names of mines in South
Africa.
Begins Playskool series, named for a line of children's toys; these
reliefs incorporate such found, readymade objects as punctured
metal strips, wire mesh, and wooden dowels.
Begins work on Illustrationsafter El Lissitzky'sHad Gadya, inspired by
the RussianConstructivist'simagery of 1918-19 for a Haggadah text.
Aspects of morphological structure influenced by nineteenth-century
treatise on stonecutting. Uses complex technique (hand-painted
collage of lithographed, shaped papers) that requires two years to
bring the series to completion. Published by Waddington Graphics,
London, in November 1984.
February.ReceivesThe Mayorof the City of New York'sAwardof Honor
for Arts and Culture from Edward I. Koch.
Deliverslecture at the WalkerArt Center,Minneapolis.
March. Makes print Yellow Journal (related to Swan Engravings),
commissioned by the Howard Metzenbaumfor Senate Committee, at
TylerGraphics Ltd., Bedford, New York.
Travelsto Paris,Brussels,and London.
April.Included in exhibition '60-80: Attitudes/Concepts/Images—A
Selection from TwentyYearsof Visual Arts at the Stedelijk Museum,
Amsterdam.
Son Peteris born.
May.In Houstonfor Stellaby Starlight,a fund-raising exhibition for The
Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, of his mural designs (executed by
local art students and later painted over; related to Cones and Pillars
series).
Travelsto London, in conjunction with an exhibition at Knoedler
Gallery,and to Rome.
September.Begins Residency at American Academy of Arts and
Letters, Rome (through June 1983).
Retrospective exhibition Frank Stella: Prints 1967-1982, directed

by Richard H. Axsom, at The University of Michigan Museum of Art,
Ann Arbor. Exhibition subsequently travels to Whitney Museum of
American Art, New York; Huntsville Museum of Art, Alabama; Sarah
Campbell Blaffer Gallery, Universityof Houston; BrunnierGallery and
Museum,Ames, Iowa;The Cleveland Museum of Art; Mary and Leigh
Block Gallery, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois; Pennsyl
vania Academy of the Fine Arts, Philadelphia; Memorial Art Gallery,
University of Rochester; Laguna Gloria Art Museum, Austin; Brooks
Memorial Art Gallery, Memphis; Beaumont Art Museum,Texas;The
Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas City, Missouri; Columbus
Gallery of Fine Arts, Ohio; and Los Angeles County Museum of Art,
through March 1986. (Catalogue)
October. Travels to London, Berlin (where he sees the exhibition
Zeitgeist, in which he is included), and Dusseldorf.
Exhibition Frank Stella: From Start to Finish at Addison Gallery of
American Art, Phillips Academy, Andover,Massachusetts.
Work from South African Mine series shown at Leo Castelli Gallery,
New York.
November.Visits Japan for opening of exhibition Frank Stella:Working
Drawings from the Artist's Collection at the Kitakyushu Municipal
Museumof Art. Delivers lecture at art school near Tokyo.

1983
ContinuesCircuit series.
Continues Playskoolseries.
Continues Illustrationsafter El Lissitzky'sHad Gadya.
Completes Shards series.
January.Named Charles Eliot Norton Professorof Poetry at Harvard
University,Cambridge, Massachusetts,first abstract painter to be so
honored. Delivers six-lecture series titled "Working Space," October
1983—
April 1984.
February. Exhibition Frank Stella: Polish Wooden SynagoguesConstructionsof the 1970s,directed by Carolyn Cohen, at The Jewish
Museum, New York.
Exhibition Frank Stella: Recent Works, directed by Bruce H.
Dempsey,at the JacksonvilleArt Museum.
Travels to Malta on research for Harvard lectures. The fortified
architecture of Malta (where he sees Caravaggio's Beheading of
St. John the Baptist) leads to Malta series of reliefs; most titles—e.g.,
Valletta,Mellieha Bay—refer to locations in Malta.
March. Exhibition Resource/Response/Reservoir: Stella Survey
1959-1982, directed by George W. Neubert, at the San Francisco
Museumof Modern Art.
Travelsto Tulsa, Fort Worth, and San Antonio in preparation for
Harvard lectures. Delivers lecture at the San Antonio Art Institute.
April.Travelsto London, Paris, Brussels, Antwerp, and Amsterdam
on research.
May.Visits Raleigh, North Carolina, to attend lecture on Rubens by
John Rupert Martin of PrincetonUniversity.
June.Visits Vienna and Munich on research.
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Attends Nurburgring auto race.
Concludes Residency at American Academy, Rome.
Included in exhibition Minimalism to Expressionismat the Whitney
Museumof American Art, New York.
October. Exhibition Focus on Frank Stella: "Nasielk II," a Polish
WoodenSynagogue Construction at Skirball Museum, Hebrew Union
College, Los Angeles.
November.Exhibition Frank Stella: Fourteen Prints—with Drawings,
Collages,and WorkingProofs,directed by Judith Goldman, at The Art
Museum, Princeton University,Princeton,New Jersey.(Catalogue)
December. Exhibition Frank Stella: Selected Works, directed by
Caroline Jones, at the Fogg Art Museum, Harvard University,
Cambridge, Massachusetts.

March.Exhibitionat Akira Ikeda Gallery,Tokyo.
April.Gives lecture at The Art Institute of Chicago.
May.Travelsto London (for openings of exhibitions)and Edinburgh (to
work on tapestries).
Exhibition Frank Stella: Ceramic Reliefs and Steel Reliefs at
Knoedler Gallery, London.
Exhibition Frank Stella: Works and New Graphics, directed by
Declan McGonagle, at the ICAGallery,Instituteof ContemporaryArts,
London, includes work from the Cones and Pillars series and
Illustrations after El Lissitzky's Had Gadya-,also shown at Douglas
Hyde Gallery,TrinityCollege, Dublin, through August. (Catalogue)
September. Awarded honorary degree by Dartmouth College,
Hanover,New Hampshire; gives convocation address.

1984
Continues Malta series.
Completes Illustrationsafter El Lissitzky'sHad Gadya.
Completes Playskoolseries.
Completes Circuit series.
Begins Cones and Pillars series, large-scale painted metal re
liefs using elements from his Had Gadya prints. Titles—e.g.,
Diavolozoppo, Lo sciocco senza paura—are from Italo Calvino's
Italian Folktales.
May.Travelsto Paris,Bologna, Florence, and Rome.
June. Receives honorary degree from Princeton University,his alma
mater.
October. Exhibition Frank Stella: The Swan Engravings at The Fort
WorthArt Museum. (Catalogue)
November.Son Patrickis born.
December.Travels to Paris, Amsterdam (to give a lecture at the
Stedelijk Museum in honor of retiring director E. L. L. de Wilde), and
Edinburgh (to work on tapestries— renditions of his Had Gadya
prints—for Pepsico headquarters, Purchase,New York).

1985
ContinuesCones and Pillarsseries.
Completes Malta series.
Makes series of ceramic reliefs; works with ceramicist Frank Bosco.
Titles—e.g., The Waxford Girl, Bonnie Bunch of Roses-0—are
traditional folk songs of New YorkState. The series is later expanded
with cast-steel pieces made from ceramic molds and extrusions.
January.Exhibition Frank Stella: Relief Paintings at Knoedler Gallery,
New York.
February.His article titled "On Caravaggio," related to the exhibition
TheAge of Caravaggio at The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,
is published in the New YorkTimesMagazine.
Exhibition Frank Stella: New Prints, 1984 at the Port Washington
Public Library, Port Washington,New York.
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Stellawith world-champion squash player Jahangir Kahn, 1986
October.Included in exhibition Contrastsof Form: GeometricAbstract
Art 1910-1980at The Museum of Modern Art, New York.
ReceivesAward of American Art from the PennsylvaniaAcademy of
the FineArts, Philadelphia.
November. Included in exhibition Carnegie International 1985,
Museumof Art, Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh.

1986
ContinuesCones and Pillarsseries.
Begins Waveseries of large reliefs emphasizing wave-motif already
present in Had Gadya prints. Titles of works—e.g., Loomings, The
Lamp—are chapter titles in Herman Melville'sMoby-Dick.
February.Included in exhibition Directions 1986at the Hirshhorn Mu-

seumand SculptureGarden,SmithsonianInstitution,Washington,D.C.
Spring.Designs poster and promotional materialsfor second annual
Swan Laser Die/U.S. Pro Softball Squash Championships (held in
New York,May 30- June 2).
April.Exhibition Frank Stella: Had Gadya, after El Lissitzky—A Series
of Prints, 1982-1984, directed by Edna Moshenson, at The Tel Aviv
Museum.(Catalogue)
May. Awarded honorary degree by Brandeis University, Waltham,
Massachusetts.
ExhibitionFrank Stella: New Reliefsat Akira Ikeda Gallery,Tokyo.
Summer.Begins paper maquettes for an as yet unnamed series.
October.Travelsto Bostonto presentthe NathanielSaltonstallAwardto
Dorothy C. Miller at the 50th Anniversary Dinner of the Institute of
ContemporaryArt.
HarvardUniversityPresspublishes Stella'sNorton lectures as Work
ing Space.
December.Attends auto races in England and Europe.
1987
Continues Cones and Pillars series; makes very high-relief (almost
three-dimensional)versionsof some works in the series.
Continues Waveseries.
Continues as yet unnamed series.
April.Exhibitionat Akira Ikeda Gallery,Nagoya, Japan.
May.Included in exhibition L'Epoque, la mode, la morale et la passion
at Musee National d'Art Moderne, Centre Georges Pompidou,Paris.
Exhibitionat Galerie Hans Strelow,Dusseldorf.
June.Exhibitionof recent work at Knoedler Gallery,London.

Stella at work in his studio, 1986
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